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Abbreviations 

  

ADB Asian Development Bank  
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MoESD Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development  

MoRDI Ministry of Regional Development and Infrastructure 

NCN Non-Conformance Notice 

NCR Non-Conformance Report 
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PMCSC “Project Management and Construction Supervision Contract  

PPE Personnel Protective Equipment’ 

PR Performance Requirements of EBRD 

PS Performance Standards of IFC 

PIU Project Implementation Unit 

QC Quality Control 

RD Road Department 

RoW Right of Way 

SAEMR Semi Annual Environmental Monitoring Report 

SC Supervision Consultant 

SEMP Site Specific Environmental Management Plan 

SFF State Forest Fund 

SPS Safeguard Policy Statement 

TBN To Be Nominated 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Bi- Annual Environmental Monitoring is a document of the borrower. The views expressed 
herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB’s Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and 
may be preliminary in nature. 

In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation 
of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian 
Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any 
territory or area.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Preamble 

1. This report presents the Bi-annual Environmental Monitoring review of North-South Corridors 
(Kvesheti – Kobi section) Road Project for the period of January to June 2020.  

2. This report is the second Semi-Annual EMR for the North-South Corridors (Kvesheti – Kobi 
section) Road Project.  

1.2 Headline Information 

3. The length of the new alignment is 22.7 km and will be divided into two construction 
packages, or ‘Lots’ as follows: 

- Lot 1: Tskere – Kobi: Chainage KM 12.7 – KM 22.7 (10 km) 

- Lot 2: Kvesheti – Tskere: Chainage KM 0.0 – KM 12.7 (12.7 km) 

4. The project involves construction of 6 bridges and 5 tunnels, 6 grade junctions (1 for lot 1 
and 5 for Lot 2). 

5. The Contract for “Project Management and Construction Supervision Contract (PMCSC) was 
awarded to UBM on June 24,2019 by Road Department (RD) of Ministry of Regional 
Development and Infrastructure (MoRDI). 

6. There are two separate contractors for each lot#1 and lot#2 as given below: 

- Lot# 1: China Railway Tunnel Group Co. Ltd.  (CRTG), contract signed on 05-09-2019  

- Lot# 2: China Railway 23rd Bureau Group CO. Ltd) (CRCC), contract signed on 15-08-

2019  

7. The proposed Kvesheti-Kobi Road Project is the part of the program launched by the 
Government of Georgia and the road department to upgrade the major roads of the country. 
This will cover around 23 km of the highway and will replace the existing Kvesheti to Kobi 
road section which is around 35 km long and crosses the Jvari Pass at an altitude of around 
2,400 m with poor driving safety conditions. Thus, saving the travelling cost, time delay by 
reducing the travelling distance of 12 km through very difficult mountainous terrain, 
especially, during the winter and less fuel consumptions resulting in emissions savings.  

8. The major benefits of  the new Kvesheti-Kobi Road Project include: guaranteeing operational 
continuity during wintertime when transportation is hindered historically; locals having year-
round access to the healthcare, education institutions; promoting trade and  commerce, 
Improving quality of life in Kazbegi and Dusheti municipalities; Improvement of road safety 
by reduction in fatalities, injuries and accident rates; travel time savings for passengers and 
freight transport; Increase of tourist’s flow in the region and less air pollution in Gudauri 
Resort.  

9. The Project outline (km 0+000 – 22+700) from Kvesheti to Kobi: 

Classification of road: International highway  

Design speed: 80 km/ hr. 

Road length: 22.75 km ( lot#1 10.03 km : Lot# 12.72 km) 

Road width: 15 m 
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Numbers of lanes:  2 ~ 3 lane 

10. There is no official commencement date announced to the start of the construction activities 
during the reporting period from January to June 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
causing large number of people sick and reported deaths and the associated travel 
restrictions, lockdowns, workplace hazard , and facility closures. The project is expected to 
start during the next reporting period upon the start of lifting of flight restrictions into Georgia 
from China and other countries. 

11. Both Contractors are in the Process of equipment mobilization. For Lot#1 TBM design and 
manufacture are ongoing. The main bearing Manufacturer has been approved by the 
PMCSC. The Contractor continues negotiations regarding design and manufacture issues 
with the manufacturer. Moreover, the Contractor has established the testing Laboratory at 
Kobi site. 

12. Based on ADB Environmental Safeguards Policy (2009), this Project falls under ADB’s 
project Category A as the project is considered to have significant diverse impacts over a 
wide area during construction and operation, such as noise and vibration on local residents 
and potentially on cultural heritage, significant quantities of spoil disposal, road safety 
impacts, impact on biodiversity and landscape. An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), 
in accordance to Georgian legislation, was approved by MoEPA on April 25, 2019 by order 
# N 2-354.The Project was also approved by the lenders, with ADB approving the Project on 
August 1st and EBRD on October 2nd 2019.  

13. Conditions of Approval from MoEPA include the implementation of EMPs, shall not disturb 
the water supply network of the communities, vibration monitoring, washing of vehicles tyres 
before coming on the road, submission of technical report on the Inventory of Stationary 
Sources of Atmospheric Air Pollution and their Emission, noise level monitoring, protection 
of rivers and proper design of water structures, mitigation measures to protect critical habitats 
and floral and faunal species in compliance with the international conventions and Red list of 
Georgia, installation of avalanches fences, protection of cultural heritages and prohibition for 
dumping of waste in Kazbegi National Park etc.( approval from MoEPA and its translation in 
English attached as Annex 2)  

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT ACTIVITIES  

2.1  Project Description 
 
14. Due to its geographic location, Georgia’s role as a major transit country is momentous. 

Transport of goods into and through Georgia has increased over the past 10-15 years. Almost 
two-thirds of goods in Georgia are transported by road, and haulage by domestic and 
international truck companies is very evident on the country’s highways. Many of the roads 
are, however, poorly equipped to cope with the volume of traffic and the proportion of heavy 
vehicles, and factors such as insufficient dual carriageways, routing through inhabited areas 
and inadequate maintenance and repair, hinder throughputs and increase transit times. This 
creates difficulties for haulage companies and their clients, truck drivers, Georgian motorists 
and local residents. 

15. The Government of Georgia (GoG) has launched a program to upgrade the major roads of 
the country. The program is being managed by the Roads Department (RD) of the Ministry 
of Regional Development and Infrastructure (MoRDI). As a part of the program, upgrading of 
Kvesheti-Kobi section of the E117 is planned. This section includes the construction of 9 km 
long main tunnel that will cross the Caucasus ridge bypassing the existing road that connects 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travel_restrictions_related_to_the_COVID-19_pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travel_restrictions_related_to_the_COVID-19_pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_lockdowns
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workplace_hazard_controls_for_COVID-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_public_venues_and_institutions_closed_during_the_COVID-19_pandemic
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Kvesheti to Kobi through Gudauri area and the Jivari pass. The project is located in Dusheti 
and Kazbegi municipalities, Mtskheta-Mtianeti region in the central northern part of Georgia 
(see Figure 1).  

16. As for the residents of the Khadistskali gorge – currently the villages are poorly accessible in 
winter. According to official statistics (ref census 2002 and 2014) the decrease in Kvesheti 
community is significant. The decisive factor of decrease in population is the poor 
accessibility in winter especially for the localities at the higher altitude. The residents have to 
walk a long distance (for Tskere – around 7km) for basic food and medication. No first aid 
facilities are available in the area and no opportunity for children from the valley to remain in 
the villages and attend school. The road will improve access to the settlements in particular 
those located higher in the gorge. Better access together with other benefits, ensured for 
permanent residents of the mountainous settlements under the national legislation, can be 
considered as one of the ways for reversing migration from the area.  

17. Kvesheti Kobi road section with six junctions and three service roads will play an important 
role in the development of Kazbegi and Dusheti municipalities by facilitating the communities 
of Kvesheti, Bedoni, Tskere and Kobi by providing year-round access to markets, educational 
institution, health facilities of capital Tbilisi  and increase the tourist attraction in Trege valley. 

Figure 1: Location of Project Area 

 

18. The length of the new alignment is 22.7 km and will be divided into two construction 
packages, or ‘Lots’ as follows  

- Lot 1: Tskere – Kobi: Chainage KM 12.7 – KM 22.7 (10 km) 

- Lot 2: Kvesheti – Tskere: Chainage KM 0.0 – KM 12.7 (12.7 km) 

 

Lot 1 Summary  
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19. The Tskere-Kobi portion of the Project road, also referred to as ‘Lot 1’, includes 8.86 km long 
tunnel with two cut and cover sections and a junction connecting to the existing road near 
Kobi.  More specifically Lot 1 includes: 

 178 m long section of road from Tskere to the south portal of Tunnel 5; 

 Tunnel 5:  8.86 km long bidirectional, 2 lane tunnels (max. gradient 2.35%); 

 Two cut and cover (C&C) sections of Tunnel 5 (200m –south portal and 8m – north portal) 
to protect from avalanches and move entrance portal farther from the Tskere; 

 9.062 km emergency gallery parallel to Tunnel 5 and 17 connections to the main tunnel 
(6.4 meters wide); 

 Technical buildings next to the north and south portals – the buildings include facilities 
building, pumping station and ventilation room; 

 0.8 km long section of road connecting the north portal of the tunnel with existing road. 
The alignment has been adapted to the current road with a maximum gradient of 4.2 % to 
keep on using the existing bridge (bridge length 42m, height 6m); and 

 214 m long local road diversion. 

Lot 2 Summary 

20. The Kvesheti – Tskere section, or ‘Lot 2’ includes 2.5 km of tunnels and 1.5 km of bridges. 
The main elements of this section are: 

 Kvesheti bypass road (length 3.2 km), 

 Bridge 1 (length 27.8m, height 14m, 2 lane) 

 Bridge 2 over the Aragvi river (length 435.28m, height 62m, 3 lanes) 

 Tunnel 1 (length 1540.64m, 2 lanes) with gallery (1092m) (New Austrian tunneling 
method- NATM) 

 Bridge 3 – Arch bridge over the River Khadistskali (length 426m, height 164m, 3 lane) 

 Tunnel 2 (length 193.42m, C&C, 3 lane) 

 Bridge 4 over the left tributary of River Khadistskali river (length 147.80m, height 26m, 3 
lane) 

 Tunnel 3 (length 388.38m) 

 Bridge 5 (length 322m, height 55m, 3 lane) 

 Tunnel 4 (length 299m, C&C, 3 lane) 

 Bridge 6 (length 218m, height 48m, 3 lane) 

 Five grade junctions are planned (KM0.3, KM1.7, KM3.1, KM7.7, KM10,5) and 3 service 
roads. 

21. Technical features of the alignment considered during detail design include: 

Lot#1 

Road class International 

Design speed 80 km/hr. 

Outside Total width (paved) 12 m 

Lane width 3.5 m 

Min shoulder 2.5 m 

Min road side 1 m 

Structures Total width 15 m 
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Lane width 3.5 m 

Min clearance 2.5 m 

Min way side 1.5 m 

Tunnel Total width 12.5 m 

Lane width 3.5 m 

Min shoulder 1.5 + 1m median 

Min sidewalk 0.75 m 

Number of Junction 05 

 

Lot#2 

Road class International 

Design speed 80 km/hr. 

Outside Total width (paved) 12 m 

Lane width 3.5 m 

Min shoulder 2.5 m 

Min road side 1m 

Structures total width 15m 

Lane width 3.5 m 

Min clearance 2.5 m 

Min wayside 1.5 m 

Tunnel Total width 12.5 m 

Lane width 3.5 m 

Min shoulder 1.5 + 1m median 

Number of Junctions 01 

Min sidewalk 0.75 m 

Number of Junctions 01 

2.2  Project Contracts and Management 

 

22. Information related to the project execution is given in Table 1: 
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Table 1: Project Information 

Employer Road Department of Georgia, Ministry of Regional Development 

and Infrastructure of Georgia  

Funding Source Asian Development Bank (ADB) 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development  (EBRD) 

“Project Management and 

Construction Supervision 

Contractor (PMCSC)  

(Engineer) 

UBM 

Contractor Lot# 1: CRTG (China Railway Tunnel Group Co. Ltd.)    

Lot# 2: CRCC(China Railway 23rd Bureau Group CO. Ltd) 

Contract Number KKRP/CW/CP-01R, 02R 

Contract date Lot# 1 05.09.2019 

Lot# 2 15.08.2019 

Commencement Date of 

Works 

Not announced during the reporting Period of January – June 

2020 

Contract Period Lot#1: 48 months 

Lot#2: 36 months 

Original Completion date Not announced during the reporting period 

Expired time 0 month 

Remaining time Lot # 1  48 months 

Lot#2    36 months 

Defects Notification Period 2 years  

Contract Price (GEL) Lot#1: 909,024,280.61 GEL 

Lot#2: 316,370,802.91 GEL 

 

23. The TOR for the “Project Management and Construction Supervision Contract (PMCSC) 
contains the following tasks for the environmental specialists: 

 Ensure that the provisions of the approved Environmental Management Plan are reflected 

in the Contractor’s specific environmental management plan(s) (SEMPs) prior to its 

acceptance by the PMCSC, the Employer and ADB & EBRD, and thereafter ensure that 

the Contractor complies in every respect with the provisions of the SEMPs;  
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 Preparation and implementation of Biodiversity Monitoring and Evaluation Program 

(BMEP) and contract with the organizations such as universities and NGOs in order to 

commission surveys to be completed as a part of implementation of BAP 

 Protection of critical habitats to ensure that there is no net conservation loss or net 

conservation gain during the project implementation 

 Conduct environmental trainings and briefings to provide awareness to ADB SPS 2009 

and EBRD performance requirements (PRs elaborated in EBRD ESP 2014) and national 

environmental requirements. 

 Protection of cultural heritages in accordance with ADB SPS 2009, EBRD PR 8 and 

Georgian Law on cultural heritage 2007 updated in 2018, especially, Article 36 regarding 

buffer zones, perimeter of physical security of cultural heritage;  

 Develop an environmental auditing protocol for the construction period, regularly 

supervise the environmental monitoring, and submit the Monthly EMR and Semiannual 

EMR based on the monitoring data and laboratory analysis reports. Monthly EMR will be 

included as an annex to the Consultant’s Monthly Progress Report; 

 Develop a program for hands-on training of Contractor’s staff in implementing the SEMP: 

 Conduct post-construction environmental audit and prepare post-construction 

environmental audit report. 

24. Obligation of the contractor, to safeguard, mitigate adverse impacts and rehabilitate the 
environment is addressed through environmental provisions in the FIDIC conditions of 
contract for construction, MDB harmonized addition – June 2010 and special clauses 
included in the contract related to environment, especially FIDIC clause 4.18 (protection of 
environment), 4.8 (safety procedures), 6.4 (labor laws), 16.3 (cessation of work/ remedial 
work), 2.3 b (employer’s personnel), 4.21 (progress report) are important in this regard. 

25. The Contract for Project Management and Construction Supervision Contract (PMCSC) was 
awarded to UBM on June 24,2019 for three phases of the project: 

Phase 1: Design review, to be completed in a period of three months and submitted to 

RD 

Phase 2: Construction supervision and contract administration. The construction period 

is 36 months for Lot#1 and 48 months for Lot#2. 

Phase 3: Defects Notification Period, two years 

26. Contact details of ADB, EBRD, CC, “Project Management and Construction Supervision 
Contractor (PMCSC) and RD representatives are given in Table 2 below: 

 
Table 2: Main Environmental Staff of ADB, EBRD, RD, PMCSC and CC 

 

Organization Position Name 

ADB Senior Environmental Specialist, 
Head Office, 

Duncan Lang  

dlang@adb.org 

mailto:dlang@adb.org
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ADB/RETA International 
Environmental Safeguards 
Consultant  

Keti Dgebuadze  

Tel: +995 322 
250619 Mob: +995 577 232937  

E-mail: ketdgeb@yahoo.com   

kdgebuadze.consultant@adb.or
g  

Associate Safeguards Officer  
Georgia Resident Mission  

Nino Nadashvili 

+995 595 070442 

nnadashvili@adb.org 

EBRD Principal Social Advisor 

Environment and Sustainability 
department  

Nurzhan Dzhumabaev 

Cell:+44 7881013425 

Email:dzhumabn@ebrd.com  

 

 

 

Principle Advisor, Environmental 
and Social - EBRD 

Catherine Edet 

edetc@ebrd.com 

Client/ 

Borrower 

Environmental 

Specialist of RD 

Luiza Bubashvili 

likabubashvili@yahoo.com  

Cell:595 219 141 

Head of Environmental Unit of 
RD 

Gia Sopadze 

sopgia@gmail.com  

Cell: 599 939 209 

“Project 
Management and 
Construction 
Supervision 
Contractor 
(PMCSC) 
(Engineer) 

International Environmental 
Specialist  

 

Kashif Bashir 

Cell: +995 558 151173 
Email: bashir.kashif@gmail.com 

Environmental Expert  
 

Nika Sopadze 

Cell: +995 597 728871 

Email: 
nikasofadze@hotmail.com 

Contractor Project Manager  Lot#1  

Cen Daoyong 

Cell: +995558237339 

Email: cen.daoyong@crtg.cn 

mailto:ketdgeb@yahoo.com
mailto:kdgebuadze.consultant@adb.org
mailto:kdgebuadze.consultant@adb.org
mailto:nnadashvili@adb.org
tel:+44
mailto:edetc@ebrd.com
mailto:likabubashvili@yahoo.com
mailto:sopgia@gmail.com
mailto:bashir.kashif@gmail
mailto:cen.daoyong@crtg
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Lot#2 

 Jia Junke 

Cell: 577668880 

Email: jjkcrcc@163.com 

Environmental 

Specialist  

Lot#1 

Paata Chankotadze 

Phone: +995599181753 

Email: paatachank@yahoo.com 

Lot#2  

Levani  Giorgadze 

Cell: +995571491188 

Email:levanigiorgadze90@gmail
.com 

 

27. Under the Contract, the Contractor shall comply with all applicable national and local 
environmental laws and regulations as well as applicable respective standards under the 
Contract. The Contractor shall: 

 Establish an operational system for managing environmental impacts;  

 Develop the Specific EMPs (SEMP) as well as other location specific and topic specific 

EMPs by identifying environmental risks arising from the Works, the mitigation measures 

to be applied, and monitoring to be carried out; 

 Implement the required mitigation measures and monitoring; 

 Take any corrective or preventative actions set out in safeguards monitoring reports that 

the Employer will prepare from time to time to monitor implementation of the EMP/SEMP; 

and 

 Submit quarterly monitoring reports to the PMCSC/RD as set in the EIA. 

28. The Contractors, CRTG for Lot#1 and CRCC for Lot#2, are responsible for implementation 
of EMP/SEMP throughout the project during construction phase. The “Project Management 
and Construction Supervision Contractor (PMCSC) UBM (Engineer) is responsible to monitor 
the implementation of EMP/SEMP by the Contractor at all its active construction sites and 
project associated facilities. 

29. Responsibility of daily management for environmental monitoring and implementation of the 
SEMP is given to the Environmental Protection Managers of the contractors CRTG and 
CRCC.  Each of the Environmental Managers have direct authority from the Project Manager 
to give instruction to all site staff regarding environmental issues.  

30. Both the contractor will hire HS Specialist required for every 50 workers fulfilling the 
requirement of Article 7 “Organizing and Managing H&S” of Organic Law of Georgia on Labor 
Safety. HS specialist will be available onsite on daily bases and responsible for maintaining 
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safety and protection against HS accidents and maintaining the HSE log book to record near 
misses and accidents. Moreover, the Contractors shall establish and maintain the first aid 
facilities and appoint medical practitioners at the main campsites.  

31. In addition to that the contractor will hire social development officer and focal persons from 
the community to record and resolution of grievances related to social issues including 
access roads, land acquisition, disturbance to people and utilities and unauthorized use of 
private land by the contractor. Contractor for Lot#1 has hired ECoW in March 2020; while CC 
for lot#2 has not hired the  ECoW during the reporting period. Ecological Clerk of Works 
(ECoW) of each contractor would be responsible for the implementation of the Biodiversity 
Action Plan (BAP) and ensure that all the workers are aware of the sensitivity of the site in 
ecological perspective and will carry out preconstruction surveys for identification of critical 
habitats and key species.  

32.  The organizational charts for key management staff of CRTG and CRCC are given below in 
figures 2A & 2B respectively: 
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Figure 2A: Contractor (CRTG) Project Management Staff for lot#1 

CRTG Construction of Kvesheti-Kobi Road (Tunnel Section) of North-South Corridor 
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Figure 2B: Contractor (CRCC) Project Management Staff for lot # 2 

 

2.3  Project Activities During Current Reporting Period  

 

33. Contractor’s mobilization process has been slowed down due to the Governmental 
restrictions related with COVID-19. All mobilization and material procurement related 
procedures went very slow since all Georgian Governmental and private organizations were 
partially or fully closed. Considering the global restriction on the movement of people and 
lock down, the commencement date has been postponed up to end of September 2020. 

34. Due to restriction on the movement across the borders of the countries, foreign staff cannot 
be mobilized. The hiring of workforce from the local market is also a slow process due to 
uncertain situation caused by this pandemic disease. 

35. During this reporting period project is at preconstruction stage. Contractor is carrying out 
activities related to permitting, machinery mobilization, approval and designing of gas 
pipeline relocation, identification and fulfilling the requirements for spoil disposal areas, 
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development of living arrangements, get approved site specific and topic specific 

management plans and carrying out preconstruction instrumental monitoring and surveys. 
The activities undertaken during this reporting period are given in below paragraphs. 

36. Construction permit has been obtained for the Kobi camp from Ministry of Economy and 
Sustainable Development on February 26, 2020 (attached as Annex-11). Tree cutting permit 
has been issued from the National Agency of State Property on 21-11-2019 (attached as 
Annex-3). Engineer approved SEMPs for both Lot#1 on 12-06-2020 and Lot#2 on 25-05-
2020.  

37. Taking into account the severity of winter starting from November in Kobi, slow progress due 
to COVID-19 for mobilization and chances of delaying the project up to next summer, CC for 
lot#1 required to arrange the office and accommodation of the workers before the cold winter 
arrives prior to commencement of construction activities. On February 26, 2020 approval for 
the construction of Kobi campsite was awarded by the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable 
Development. CC for Lot#1 carried out consultation meetings on 27/28 April of 2020 with the 
residents of Kobi and Almasiani villages. The residents were informed about the construction 
of Project primary facilities such as campsite, batching plant, crushing plant, segment plant, 
workshop, warehouses, spoil disposal areas and their locations by sharing location map, 
anticipated potential impacts and control measures to be adopted. Broad community support 
was gained from the community in this regard and CC started to build the campsite during 
2nd quarter of 2020. A non-compliance notice was issued by PMCSC to CC for Lot#1 on 25-
05-2020 to obtain required approvals from the relevant authorities as set in the EIA prior to 
start of any construction activities which ensured to meet all the requirements subsequently. 

Lot#1: 

 General Items: 

 Contractor’s equipment mobilization - 86 sets. 

 TBM design and manufacturing - 60%. 

 Gas pipeline relocation design and approval - 95%. 

 Plans and MSs preparation and approval - 60%. 

 Tunnelling: 

 Main Tunnel TBM excavation and support - 0m. 

 Main Tunnel north portal C&C excavation and support - 0m. 

 Main Tunnel south portal C&C excavation and support - 0m. 

 Main Tunnel north portal borehole drilling and grouting for fore poling - 0m. 

 Main Tunnel south portal borehole drilling and grouting for fore poling - 0m. 

 Emergency Gallery-N-S D&B excavation and preliminary support - 0m. 

 Emergency Gallery-S-N D&B excavation and preliminary support - 0m. 

 Emergency Gallery north portal C&C excavation and support - 0m. 

 Emergency Gallery south portal C&C excavation and support - 0m. 

 Emergency Gallery north portal borehole drilling and grouting for fore poling - 0m. 

 Emergency Gallery south portal borehole drilling and grouting for fore poling - 0m. 

 Bridge: 

 BRI-7 rehabilitation 0%. 

 Roads: 

 K12+720-K12+900 Road slop excavation - 0m3. 

 K12+720-K12+900 Road subgrade construction - 0m3. 

 K12+720-K12+900 Road pavement construction - 0m3. 

 K21+968-K22+751 Road embankment construction - 0m3. 
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 K21+968-K22+751 Road pavement construction - 0m3. 

 Local Road LRD-12.7 construction - 0m. 

 Local Road LRD-12.9 subgrade and pavement construction - 0m. 

 Local Road LRD-13.1 construction - 0m. 

 Local Road GJ-22.3 subgrade and pavement construction - 0m. 

 Local Road EAO-12.7 construction - 0m. 

 Local Road EAO-22.5 construction - 0m. 

 Operation Area: 

 OPA-12.8 slope excavation and support - 0m3. 

 OPA-22.0 slope excavation and support - 0m3. 

 OPA-12.8 Facility Building construction - 0%. 

 OPA-12.8 Pump Station construction - 0%. 

 OPA-22.0 Facility Building construction - 0%. 

 OPA-22.0 Pump Station construction - 0%. 

 Retaining Wall: 

 RWL-12.6 Rockery Wall construction - 0 m3. 

 AWL-12.7 Anchored Concrete Wall construction - 0 m3. 

 CWL-12.7 Cantilever Concrete Wall construction - 0 m3. 

 RWR-12.9 Rockery Wall construction - 0 m3. 

 RWR-21.9 Rockery Wall construction - 0 m3. 

 Construction of Contractor’s Accommodation Camp #1, Laboratory. 

 Construction of Batching Plant #1, Segment Plant foundation. 
 

38. Progress of works carried out by Contractor for Lot#1 during the reporting period is 
summarized in table 3A below: 

Table 3A: Construction progress during reporting period 

WORK DESCRIPTION DIMENSION DESIGN ACTUAL % NOTE 

Bill No.2 Preparatory Works 

A) Demolish 

Demolition of building and bridges m2 351 0 0  

Demolition of reinforced or mass 
concrete 

m3 350 0 0  

B) Site Preparation 

General setting out ( Repetitive survey 
by CC for setting out reference points 
and to confirm the bench marking of 
the project site for works ) 

set 1 1 100  

Site clearance m2 55000 20000 36.3  

Cutting trees of more than 0.1 m 
diameter ( No red list species uprooted 
-Tree cutting permit, Taxation report 
and Delivery acceptance act attached 
for Kobi site  as Annex-3) 

set 1 1 100  

C) Utilities Relocation 
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Gas pipeline D700 mm m 580 0 0  

Gas pipeline D1200 mm m 465 0 0  

D100 cast pipe m 92 0 0  

Temporary division of fiber cable m 920 0 0  

Division of single mode fiber cable m 920 0 0  

Trench excavation and filling for pipes m 540 0 0  

D) Surveys 

Additional geotechnical investigation m 360 0 0  

Bill No.3 Earthworks 

A) Excavation 

Mechanical excavation m3 61900.34 0 0  

Blasting(<20%) and ripper excavation m3 135785.20 0 0  

Excavation by blasting  m3 12876.36 0 0  

Excavation by pre-splitting blasting m3 850 0 0  

B) Filling 

Embankment construction with 
material from excavations on site 

m3 276,226.12 0 0  

Embankment construction with 
material from borrow pits 

m3 4500 0 0  

Filling in spoil area, distance <2km m3 2135532.76 0 0  

Filling in spoil area, distance 
2km~10km 

m3 548192.76 0 0  

Riprap protection m3 43576.10 0 0  

Filling on C&C structure m3 144672.77 0 0  

B) Slope support and protection 

Spray concrete on slopes m3 91.58 0 0  

Slope protection with wire mesh m3 915.84 0 0  

Passive bolts for slope protection M 465 0 0  

Bill No.4 Road Pavements 

Asphalt surface course t 26740.68 0 0  

Asphalt base course t 7168.59 0 0  

Tack coat m2 142587.77 0 0  

Prime coat m2 46296.97 0 0  

Crushed rock base course m3 5303.27 0 0  

Frost blanket course m3 17506.74 0 0  
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Concrete pavement m3 9938.7 0 0  

Bill No.5 Drainage 

A) Longitudinal Drainage 

Triangular ditch, 0.4m width m 1400.7 0 0  

Trapezoidal ditch, 2m width m 585 0 0  

Trapezoidal ditch, 1m width m 730 0 0  

Precast channel for drainage of spills 
from the tunnel 

m 18136 0 0  

Plain pvc pipe ø 350 mm m 18196 0 0  

Sewer manhole set 353 0 0  

B) Cross-drainage 

Reinforced concrete pipe on concrete 
bed ø 400 mm 

m 134 0 0  

Precast siphon manhole set 302 0 0  

Reinforced concrete pipe on concrete 
bed ø 1800 mm 

m 190 0 0  

C) Spoil Area Drainage 

Drainage for existing water courses m 1723.66 0 0  

Bill No.6 Tunnel 5 

A) South Portal Tskere 

French drain construction m 2099.76 0 0  

Passive bolt for slope protection m 9,866.88 0 0  

Steel mesh for support m2 5776 0 0  

Cable anchor for slope protection m 7038 0 0  

Reinforced concrete m3 1010.8 0 0  

Sprayed concrete m3 685.2 0 0  

Umbrella micro pile ø 101 mm m 705 0 0  

Reinforced concrete in C&C section m3 13375.17 0 0  

Corrugated steel bars in passive 
reinforcement 

kg 1832374.35 0 0 
 

PVC waterproofing m2 15,269.07 0 0  

B) North Portal Kobi 

Passive bolt for slope protection m 2563.2 0 0  

Cable anchor m 500.4 0 0  

Sprayed concrete m3 178 0 0  
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Umbrella micro pile ø 101 mm m 705 0 0  

Reinforced concrete in C&C section m3 642.33 0 0  

Corrugated steel bars in passive 
reinforcement 

kg 99561.03 0 0 
 

C) Underground Tunnel 5 

Main Tunnel excavation and support 
by TBM 

m 8860 0 0 
 

Emergency Gallery excavation and 
preliminary support 

m 8854.59 0 0 
 

Emergency Gallery invert construction m 8854.59 0 0  

Emergency Gallery lining construction m 8854.59 0 0  

Cross Passages excavation and 
support 

set 
18 0 0 

 

Traffic substructure construction m 8860 0 0  

Ventilation structure construction m 8860 0 0  

Bill No.7 Bridge 7- Rehabilitation 

Bridge 7 rehabilitation set 1 0 0  

Bill No.8 Retaining Walls and Other Structures 

Rockery Wall RWL-12.6 set 1 0 0  

Rockery Wall RWR-12.9 set 1 0 0  

Rockery Wall RWR-21.9 set 1 0 0  

Anchored Concrete Wall AWL-12.7 set 1 0 0  

Cantilever Concrete Wall CWL-12.7 set 1 0 0  

Bill No.9 Road Signaling, Marking and Safety Barriers 

Main roads m 10031.16 0 0  

Emergency Gallery m 9068 0 0  

Local roads m 390 0 0  

Bill No.10 Tunnel Facilities 

Power supply set 1 0 0  

Lighting set 1 0 0  

Ventilation set 1 0 0  

Fire fighting set 1 0 0  

Security, monitoring and control set 1 0 0  

Operation control center set 1 0 0  

Infrastructures set 1 0 0  
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Bill No.11 Technical Buildings 

Facilities Building Tskere set 1 0 0  

Pumping Building Tskere set 1 0 0  

Facilities Building Kobi set 1 0 0  

Pumping Building Kobi set 1 0 0  

Facilities set 1 0 0  

Bill No.12 Road Equipment 

A) Infrastructure (Ducts) 

Duck bank m 1350 0 0  

Cast iron manhole set 44 0 0  

B) Medium Voltage 

Switching center set 6 0 0  

Three-phase line m 9500 0 0  

C) Road Lighting 

Main roads m 963.16 0 0  

Local roads m 390 0 0  

D) Telecom 

Fiber optic network set 1 0 0  

Lan multiservice network set 1 0 0  

Bill No.13 Environmental Measures 

Top soil excavation m3 51004.09 3000 5.88  

Distribution of top soil m3 50000 0 0  

Manual seeding m2 150000 0 0  

Planting of trees, shrubs and plants lump-sum 1 0 0  

Hydro-seeding of green slopes lump-sum 1 0 0  

Special measures and treatments 
during construction 

lump-sum 1 0 0  

Noise barriers PS 1 0 0  

Soil stabilization treatments lump-sum 1 0 0  

Inspection, monitoring, control and 
reports 

lump-sum 1 0 0  

Fencing H=2.0 m m 120 0 0  

Asbestos PPE According to EMP lump-sum 1 0 0  

Bill No.14 Temporary Works and Diversions 
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TD-13.1 SET 1 0 0  

TD-22.3 SET 1 0 0  

Bill No.15 Local Road Diversions, Service Roads and Emergency Access to OPAs 

LRD-12.9 (TSEKERE AXIS) SET 1 0 0  

LRD-13.1 SET 1 0 0  

EAO-12.7 SET 1 0 0  

EAO-22.5 SET 1 0 0  

 

39. For site surveying for controlling of existing bench marks for Lot#1, there is a difference of 
10.35 cm between the existing coordinates and contractor’s measurement. Contractor is 
required to carry out the survey after calibration of the surveying instrument. CC through 
letter# 2020-07-UBM-CRTG-82 dated:01-07-2020 has submitted the revised instrumental 
and monitoring plan and control survey plan for PMCSC approval. 

40. Tree cutting permit has been obtained by RD from the National Agency of Property by Order 
number # N 11 / 6 7 9 7 1 dated: 21-11-2019. Taxation report on recorded amount of timber 
resources was prepared in October 2019 for Kobi site to comply with clause 14 of the 
environmental permit issued by MoEPA (Order N 2-354 dated: 25/04/2019) and the tree 
inventory does not show the presence of any red list tree.  

41. Contractor for Lot#1 carried out site clearance activities at Kobi for campsite after getting 
approval from the National Forest Agency. Tree cutting permit, taxation report and delivery 
acceptance act (English translation) for handing over of 15 cubic meter timber issued on 
August 10,2020 is attached as Annex- 3. The timber was received by Mr. Gocha Saliashvili, 
Head of Pasanauri Forestry district. 18000 m2 area was cleared for the campsite and offices. 

42. CC for Lot#1 stored the topsoil at the site in accordance with resolution of the GoG # 24 
(31.12.2013) regulation on “removal, storage, use and re-cultivation of fertile soil layers” 
(document Code 300160070.10.003.017647 last revised 01.06-2018). However, it should be 
clearly marked with sign showing the topsoil collection and date of stockpiling and require 
improvement in terms of silt fence and drainage (Annex-1 Photo#26,27). 

43. Both the Contractors are in the Process of equipment mobilization. For Lot#1 TBM design 
and manufacturing is ongoing. The main bearing Manufacturer has been approved by the 
PMCSC. The Contractor continues negotiations regarding design and manufacturing issues 
with the manufacturer. Moreover, the Contractor has established the testing Laboratory at 
the Kobi site. 

44. Based on the request of the Kazbegi municipality government for community support, 
Contractor helped to build a new bridge on the existing abutment over the Tergi River, by 
offering the steel pipe, H beam and steel plate, and transportation of material, installation, 
connections and welding works.  

 

Lot# 2 

45.  The project is in mobilization phase and main works has not been commenced. 
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46. The Description of works to be carried out during the construction stage in a progress format 
is summarized in table 3B below: 

Table 3B: Description of progress works to be carried out for Lot#2 

WORK DESCRIPTION DIMENSION DESIGN ACTUAL % NOTE 

Bill No.2 Setting Out and Site Clearance 

Site clearance, average depth=20 cm m2 200000 0 0  

Tree felling, trunk diameter each 350 0 0  

BILL No. 3. Earthworks 

Excavation of soil mechanically  m3  624751.30    0 0  

Excavation of soil by means of 
blasting  

m3 1100470.89 0 0  

Construction of embankment m3 1138441.26 0 0  

Slope protection m3 2651.02 0 0  

BILL No. 4. Road Pavements 

Frost blanket course (fbc) m3 63663.16 0 0  

Crushed rock base course (crbc) m3 33352.92 0 0  

Asphalt base course (abc) t 64940.45 0 0  

Asphalt surface course (asc) t 54012.21 0 0  

BILL No. 5. Drainage 

Longitudinal ditches m 27710 0 0  

Cross-drainage m 1742 0 0  

BILL No. 6. Tunnels 4 sets 

Tunnel 1 set 1 0 0  

Tunnel 2 (C&C 9.0) set 1 0 0  

Tunnel 3 Set 1 0 0  

Tunnel 4 (C&C 12.0) set 1 0 0  

BILL No. 7. Bridges 5 sets 

Bridge-2 set 1 0 0  

Bridge-3 set 1 0 0  

Bridge-4 set 1 0 0  

Bridge-5 set 1 0 0  

Bridge-6 set 1 0 0  
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BILL No. 8. Retaining walls and other structures 

Retaining walls piece 10 0 0  

Box culvert – 15m X 5.5m Linear meter 45 0 0  

Box culvert – 13m X 6.65m Linear meter 14.6 0 0  

Box culvert – 4m X 5.5m Linear meter 18 0 0  

Box culvert – 2.5m X3m Linear meter 36.03 0 0  

BILL No. 9. Road signaling, marking and safety barriers 

Main roads Km 12.72 0 0  

Secondary roads Km 4.96 0 0  

BILL No. 10. Tunnel facilities 

Tunnel 1 set 1 0 0  

Tunnel 2 (C&C 9.0) set 1 0 0  

Tunnel 3 set 1 0 0  

Tunnel 4 (C&C 12.0) set 1 0 0  

BILL No. 11. Technical buildings 

Technical buildings set 4 0 0  

BILL No. 12. Road equipment 

 

47. CC for Lot #2 has mobilized a bulk of construction machinery and that is parked onsite 
including excavators, dump trucks, loaders, bulldozers, concrete mixers, drilling equipment, 
cranes, generators, compressors etc. As expanded in para 74 the initial location used was 
identified to be within the river protection zone and equipment was subsequently moved to 
an appropriate location and a non-conformance report was issued.  

48. CC for lot #2 has signed an agreement with villagers from Zakatkari village regarding the 
construction of the branch line access road. According to the agreement signed between the 
Contractor and the villagers from Zakatkari village, the Contractor has finished the widening 
of construction for existing road of Zakatkari village, up to the satisfaction level of the 
villagers. Works were undertaken only within the existing road ROW which was assessed as 
part of the original EIA. Moreover, for the Camp 1 and Camp 2 private land plots, agreement 
has been signed with the land owners and the local villagers. The process of collecting the 
ID information of the local villagers and getting the signature is going on and will be included 
in the next report. 

49. Tree cutting permit has been obtained by RD from the National Agency of Property by Order 
number # N 11 / 6 7 9 7 1 dated: 21-11-2019. Taxation report on recorded amount of timber 
resources was prepared in October 2019 for Kobi site to comply with clause 14 of the 
environmental permit issued by MoEPA (Order N 2-354 dated: 25/04/2019) and the tree 
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inventory does not show the presence of any red list tree. Tree cutting permit and taxation 
report are attached as Annex- 3.    

2.4 Information of Personnel Working on Construction Site 

 

50. Overall staff hired by the contractor CRTG and CRCC up to June 2020 is given below in 
Table 4A & 4B respectively: 

Lot#1 (CRTG Contractor) 

Total number of employees - 63 

Foreign Staff - 17 

Local Georgian staff (total) – 36 +8 = 44 
 

Table 4A: Information of personnel working at site during reporting period (Lot#1) 

# Position Contractor Subcontractor Sum 

Foreigner Local Foreigner Local 

1 Project Manager 1    1 

2 PM Assistant 1    1 

3 Chief Tunnel Manager 1    1 

4 TBM Manager 1    1 

5 Technical Manager 1    1 

6 Construction Manager  1   1 

7 QA/QC Manager 1    1 

8 HS Manager  1   1 

9 Environmental Manager  1   1 

10 Construction Engineer      

11 Technical Department 2 2   4 

12 Designer 1    1 

13 Finance & Administration 2 1   3 

14 Commercial Engineer 1 2   3 

15 Foreman 2    2 

16 Repairman 1    1 
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17 Mechanical Department 2    2 

18 Driver  5   5 

19 Skilled Labour    8 8 

20 Unskilled Labour  23   23 

 Total 17 36  8 61 

 

Lot# 2 (CRCC Contractor) 

Total number of employees - 32 

Foreign staff - 21 

Local Georgian staff (total) - 11 

Table 4B: Information of personnel working at site during reporting period (Lot#2) 

# Position 

 

Contractor Subcontractor 

 

Sum 

Foreigner 

 

Local 

 

Foreigner 

 

Local 

1 Project Manager 1    1 

2 Site Manager 1    1 

3 Construction Engineer 1    1 

4 Engineer staff 4    4 

5 Technical office     0 

6 Technicians 3    3 

7 Skilled Labour     0 

8 Unskilled Labour     0 

9 Driver  1   1 

10 Operator 2 5   7 

11 Designer     0 

12 Finance & Administration 4    4 

13 Safety Officer 1    1 

14 Environmental Manager  1   1 
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15 Foreman     0 

16 Repairman 1    1 

17 Secretary 1 1   2 

18 Security  3   3 

19 Forest Expert     0 

20 Mechanical Department 2    2 

21 Tunnel works crew     0 

 Total 21 11 0 0 32 

 

51. The graphical presentation of number of foreign and local staff hired by the contractor CRTG 
and CRCC is shown in the figures 3A & 3B respectively. 

Figure 3 A: CRTG Personal as of June 2020 (lot#1) 

 

Figure 3 B: CRCC Personal as of December 2020 (lot#2)
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52. Information regarding the mobilization of “Project Management and Construction Supervision 
Contractor (PMCSC) staff is given in the Table 4C. 

Table 4C: Information of PMCSC (Engineer) Staff and Mobilization Status 

NO Name of Team Member Position held Mobilization 

Status 

International Staff 

1 IBRAHIM ETEM GOKCE 
(CP01,CP02) 

Team Leader Mobilized 

2 MUHARREM SAYGIN 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Resident Engineer Not Mobilized 

3 JAHANGIR ALAM 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Quality Assurance/Quantity Survey 
Engineer 

Not Mobilized 

4 ISMET DURNABAS (CP02) Senior Bridge Engineer Mobilized 

5 SULEYMAN KADER 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Tunnel Engineer  Mobilized 

6 KAMIL GÜLTEPE 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Tunnel Systems Specialist – 
Electrical, Mechanical, Safety 

Not Mobilized 

7 SITKI ONUR 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Geotechnical Engineer  Mobilized 

8 TURGUT DURMAZ 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Occupational Health and Safety 
Specialist 

Not Mobilized 

9 TANIL OZER 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Materials Engineer Not Mobilized 

10 ABDUL HAMEED 
(CP01,CP02) 

Resettlement/ Social Development 
Specialist 

 Mobilized 

11 KASHIF BASHIR 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Environmental Specialist  Mobilized 

National Staff 

1 NUGZAR MIRIMANOV 
(CP01) 

Deputy Team Leader / Resident Engineer Mobilized 

2 PETRE RODONAIA (CP02) Resident Engineer Not Mobilized 

3 DAVID MAISURADZE 
(CP01) 

Tunnel Engineer  Not Mobilized 

4 TEOPILE KHMELIDZE 
(CP02) 

Tunnel Engineer Not Mobilized 

5 JUMBER TODUA  
(CP02) 

Bridge Engineer  Not Mobilized 

6 NUGZAR KALADZE 
(CP02) 

Geotechnical Engineer Not Mobilized 

7 ARLEN TKESHELASHVILI 
(CP01) 

Geotechnical Engineer Not Mobilized 

8 MERAB MAGLAKELİDZE 
(CP01,CP02) 

Survey Engineer Mobilized 

9 DAVID BOKUCHAVA 
(CP01,CP02) 

Quantity Survey Engineer Not Mobilized 

10 NIKOLOZ SOPHADZE 
(CP01,CP02) 

Environment Specialist Mobilized 

11 TAMAR JAVAKHI 
(CP01,CP02) 

Resettlement/ Social Development 
Specialist 

Mobilized 
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12 DAVIT KVIRKVELIA 
(CP01,CP02) 

Senior Occupational Health and Safety 
Specialist 

Mobilized 

13 ZAZA DEVDARIANI 
(CP01,CP02) 

Road Safety Engineer Mobilized 

Non-Key Staff 

1 Nikoloz Tskvitinidze 
(CP01, CP02) 

Cultural Heritage Expert Mobilized 

2 VEYSEL ARLI 
HOME 
(CP01, CP02) 

Designer Mobilized 

3 VEYSEL ARLI 
FIELD 
(CP01, CP02) 

Designer Mobilized 

4 HAKAN OZCAN 
(CP01, CP02) 

Technical Office Engineer Mobilized 

 

2.5 Description of Any Changes to Project Design 

 

53. No changes in project design during the reporting period. However, The Contractor for Lot#1 
CRTG suggested PMCSC through letter# 191007-0003-CRTG-UBM dated: 17.10.2019 that 
the compressive strength C40/50 shotcrete is difficult to achieve and dosage of 
polypropylene in design is not suitable for the slump. PMCSC replied through letter# 
002/KVKO/UBM-GE dated: 09.10.2019 that the Contractor shall use concrete design 
including polypropylene fiber as per Technical Specification. On 12-12-2020, The PMCSC 
came up with the view that macro synthetic fibers should be used in shotcrete; however, the 
PMCSC instructed the Contractor to fulfil the shotcrete based on the clause 11.5.3   specified   
in   the   Technical   Specification.   (Reference:  0033/KVKO/UBM-GE dated:12.12.2019). 
The Contractor again proposed to use the polypropylene macro fiber instead of 
polypropylene micro fiber. (Reference: 191225-0028-CRTG-UBM dated: 25.12.2019).  

54. Finally, PMCSC advised the contractor to carry out the laboratory test of well-designed 
concrete mixture and slump test and submit the test results to PMCSC which are still being 
awaited. 

55. During communication of CC of Lot#1 with Georgian Oil and Gas Corporation (GOGC) 
regarding the design of pipeline relocation in Kobi, it was found that Gas Distribution Station 
(GDS) located in between the main pipelines is connected to pipeline with diameter 700mm. 
Such facility relocation is not included in the original relocation scheme included in the 
Bidding Documents. On 06.05.2020 the Design of Gas Pipeline relocation (including GDS 
relocation) was submitted by CC to GOGC and on 19.05.2020  GOGC  issued  comments  
for  submitted  design  which  are  currently   being updated by the design consultant of CC 
of Lot#1 

56. Site surveying for controlling of existing bench marks for Lot#1: There is a difference of 10.35 
cm between the existing coordinates and contractor’s measurement. Contractor is required 
to carry out the survey after calibration of the surveying instrument. In response to PMCSC 
letter # 2020-07-UBM-CRTG-82 dated:01-07-2020 Contractor through letter# 200706-0138-
CRTG-UBM ated:07-07-2020 has submitted the revised instrumental and monitoring plan 
and control survey plan for PMCSC approval. 
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2.6  Description of Any Changes to Agreed Construction Methods 

 

57. No changes to the agreed construction methods were approved during the reporting period.  

3. ENVIRONMENT SAFEGUARD ACTIVITIES 

3.1 General Description of Environment Safeguards Activities 
58. During the daily monitoring, the PMCSC’s environmental specialists will check the 

environmental impacts caused by the construction activities and the compliance with the 
requirements of EMP and conditions of contracts. “Project Management and Construction 
Supervision’s international environmental expert will prepare Biodiversity Monitoring and 
Evaluation Program (BEMP) and monitor the implementation of Biodiversity Action Plan 
(BAP) along with the contractor’s Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW).  

59. A standalone Project “Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)” for those specific species or habitats 
of greater note has been prepared. The BAP will help ensure no net loss, or if required, net 
gain of natural habitats and support notable species of conservation importance. The 
responsibility for the implementation of the BAP is both with the PMCSC and Contractor who 
will outsource specific components of the BAP to external organizations, such as 
conservation societies, NGOs or universities.  

60. To meet the requirement of MoEPA Order N 2-354 dated: 25-04-2019 clauses 15,16, 18 & 
19, CC for Lot#1 carried out botanical pre-construction surveys in September 2019 and 
according to that study there is no red list tree species in the project corridor to be uprooted.  

61.  Contractor’s ECoW will carry out ecological surveys prior to works teams 
and produce hazard maps for identification of the location of particularly, sensitive habitats 
and species that are to be avoided. Information regarding the critical habitats and endanger 
species would be displayed with pictures at specific locations for the awareness raising 
campaign of the workers. Contractor will also outsource some part of the biodiversity 
monitoring to Universities or NGOs. The Contractor for Lot#1 has Hired Ms. Lela Bachiashvili 
in March 2020 

62. PMCSC during the meeting on February 19, 2020 advised both the contractors to hire 
ECoWs for biodiversity survey before start of construction activities. CC for lot # 1 has hired 
Lela Bachiashvili as ECOW; however, CC for the Lot#2 did not hire ECoW yet.  

63. Cultural Heritage (CH) Monitors of “Project Management and Construction Supervision 
Contract (PMCSC) and contractors shall ensure the protection of cultural heritages in the 
Project Area of Influence (AoI) in accordance with the Georgian Law of Georgia on Cultural 
Heritages and coordination with The Ministry of Culture and Monument Protection of Georgia.  

64. In case the non-compliance is detected (with the photo evidence) it would be recorded, and 
the Contractor will be informed in written by issuing the Non-Compliance Report (NCR) to 
take corrective actions. Contractor is required to take the corrective action during the time 
period mentioned in the NCR. PMCSC’s environmental expert will follow up for the corrective 
action and inspect the site. if during the inspection the Contractor fails to satisfy about the 
corrective actions, another NCR will be issued. 

65. The PMCSC’s environmental specialists will prepare the monthly and semi-annual reports 
that would be submitted to the RD. These reports depict the ongoing construction activities, 
environmental issues and the status of compliance. Contractors to submit the quarterly EMR 
as set in the EIA for lot 1 and lot 2. 
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66. Environmental specialists of the contractor and the PMCSC will conduct weekly site visits to 
monitor the compliance of EMP. In addition to that HSE specialist of contractor and PMCSC 
will monitor the compliance of Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs), traffic safety and the 
other safety related issues on daily basis. Daily Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) 
report would be the part of Daily Quality Control (QC) Report. 

67. As the Project is largely at the preconstruction stage, one of the main tasks carried out during 
the reporting period was the identification, and approvals of  the Project primary facilities for 
both the Lot#1 and Lot#2 including campsites, batching plants, crushing plants, asphalt 
plants, spoil disposal areas and explosive sites following the criteria set in the EIA  and the 
local legislation as given below in the table 5. 

Table 5: Distance Criteria for Project Primary Facilities – North South Corridor 

# Facility Set Criteria/ Standards 

1 Camp Site 1 km from urban area 

2 km from protected site 

50 meters from River 

2 Batching plant 1 km from urban area 

3 Crushing Plant 1 km from urban area 

2 km from protected area 

4 Asphalt Plant 1 km in the downwind direction from the settlements 

5 Explosive Site Warehouse for explosives must be fenced, and the 
prohibited area must be fenced at least 50 m from the fence 
of warehouse (Georgian national standard – “Safety Rules 
for Explosive Works”, Article 4.6) 

Note: Taking in to account the complex  geography of the area and settlements distribution in the AoI,  some flexibility would be 
sought out in the criteria mentioned in the EIA. However, national legal requirements will be met and respective permits will be 
obtained. Moreover, the horizontal  distances criteria are also difficult to apply as the project is hilly terrain and dispersion of air 
pollutant and noise also varies (often reduced) with the height of receptors. 

68. While identification of the proposed project primary facilities, special consideration was also 
given to Article 20 of the river protection zones setting the distance from the riverbed to both 
sides: 

 10 meters: in case of a river up to 25 km long 

 20 meters: in case of river up to 50 km long 

 30 meters: in case of river up to 75 km long 

 50 meters: in case of river over 75 km long 

 

69.  Both the contractors for lot #1 and lot#2 in close coordination with PMCSC and RD identified 
the alternative sites for spoil disposal areas, camp sites, batching plants and crushing plants 
and submitted the documents to RD for Borrowers’ Review. 

70. The Borrowers reviewed the documents of Project primary facilities for both Lot#1 and Lot#2 
and sent the comments on February 21, 2020 regarding the proposed locations of these 
facilities. Several meetings were held between the PMCSC and the Contractors and letters 
and emails were transferred to finalize the response for the comments. The response of 
comments for both Lot#1 and Lot#2 has been submitted to RD through letters# 2020-06-
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UBM-RD-25 dated:12-06-2020 & 2020-07-UBM-RD-54 dated: 17-07-2020. Site selection is 
on-going as is getting approval for many of these sites as per GoG national legislation. 

3.2 Site Audits  

71. No site audit was carried out as there is no official commencement of the project due to 
prevailing situation of spread of global pandemic COVID-19. 

3.3 Issues Tracking (Based on Non-Conformance Reports) 

72. Considering the slow progress for project mobilization due to uncertain situation of COVID-
19, the harsh weather during the coming winter in Kobi that starts from November 2019 and 
lasts up to April 2020, and chances of delaying the project up to next summer, CC for Lot#1 
after getting approval for construction of campsite from Ministry of Economy and Sustainable 
Development on 26-02-2020, started arrangements for accommodations of workers and 
offices during the 2nd quarter of 2020. Consultation meetings were held with the local 
community in Almasiani and Kobi on 27 and 28 April 2020. During the meetings stakeholder 
concerns were addressed and broad community support for the camp was gained (Minutes 
of consultation meetings attached as Annex-13) 

73. During site visit in May 2020, PMCSC team observed non-compliances related to waste 
handling, material storage, topsoil storage and violation of river protection criteria and notified 
the contractor for Lot #1 through letter # 2020-05-UBM-CRTG-45 dated: 20-05-2020 
regarding these violations (Annex-1 photo # 25-31).  Moreover, PMCSC demanded from the 
contractor for Lot#1 through letter # 2020-06-UBM-CRTG-58 dated:04-06-2020 with a 
reminder by reference letter # 2020-06-UBM-CRTG-70 dated: 19-06-2020 to provide the 
status of environmental conditions set by MoEPA.  

74. Prior to starting any specific construction activity requiring approval from MoEPA as set in 
the conditions of approval of EIA, CC for Lot#1 is required to obtain the approval by 
submitting the relevant documents to MoEPA and get these approved. The corrective actions 
required to mitigate the observed non-conformances at Kobi site for lot # 1 include:  
segregation of waste by provision of colour coded containers, storage of top soil by providing 
silt fence and drainage channel around to protect soil erosion with sign board indicating top 
soil storage area with date of stockpiling and construction mmaterial to be stacked properly 
above ground and covered with Tarpaulin. The contractor for lot#2 is required to remove the 
vehicles parked in the river protection zones and rehabilitate the area to its original condition. 

3.4 Trends 

75. Both the contractors have positive attitude to combat with COVID-19 pandemic disease by 
adaptation of safe measures, disinfecting the workplaces, provision of PPEs, and preparation 
of environmental documents, environmental permitting and establishing good relations with 
the community.  

3.5 Unanticipated Environment Impacts or Risk 

76. During this reporting period (January – June) 2020, unanticipated event of outbreak of Corvid 
19 was observed having significant adverse impacts on human environment   causing the 
delay in the mobilization of contractor workforce and commencement of the Project. 
Contractors taking actively protective measures against COVID-19. and following the 
recommendations related to COVID -19 issued by relevant Authorities. Both the Contractors 
distributed “Coronavirus Protection Manual”  among  the  staff,  and providing the  PPEs, face 
mask,  disposable  hand  sanitizer,  and disinfecting the working areas regularly. CC ensuring 
to take temperature for everyone twice per day. COVID-19 Protection Plan attached as Annex-9) 
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4. RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING   

4.1 Overview of the Monitoring Conducted During Current Period 

77. Considering the anticipated date for commencement at the end of July 2020, PMCSC notified 
both the contractor through Letters # 2020-06-UBM-CRCC-56 dated: 26-06-2020 and # 
2020-06-UBM-CRTG-77 dated: 26-06-2020 that Both the contractors for lot#1 and Lot# 2 are 
required to monitor the parameter for soil, air and ground water quality as set in the 
environmental Instrumental monitoring plan, Appendix B, of the EIA at preconstruction level 
to confirm the baseline conditions. Testing should be carried out by the certified laboratory. 

78. The contractor for Lot#1 has carried out preconstruction instrumental monitoring for ground 
water and soil testing by hiring Gamma Testing Laboratory; while, air quality was monitored 
by Eco Services Laboratory. Ground water sampling was carried out at two locations and 
samples were taken from potable water supply to Tskere village and existing water well at 
north portal in Kobi village. Soil sample was collected from Kobi village. Air quality testing 
was carried out in Tskere village and the duration of monitoring was 30 minutes. Sampling 
locations for air, groundwater and soil quality are shown in the figure 4; while, detailed results 
with equipment usage and calibration are attached as Annex 4. Noise measurement was not 
carried as it is not included in the preconstruction monitoring as per Appendix B, of the EIA. 

Figure 4: Location of sampling points for air, soil and groundwater quality 

 

79. The ground water test results as indicated in table 6 were compared with Georgian 
Acceptable Limits (resolution of the Georgian government #58 on the "Approval of technical 
regulations of potable water). All the tested parameters are within the National Acceptable 
Limits and ground water is not contaminated in terms of chemical or microbiocidal 
contamination. Ground water is suitable for drinking purpose at both the locations. 

Table 6: Groundwater Test Results for Lot 1 (June 2020) 

Location1: Tskere Village  

Location2: Kobi Village 
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Parameter 
 

 
Units 

Maximum 
Permissible 
Concentration  

Results 
Sampling point - 
Tskere 

Results 
Sampling point - Kobi 

Odor Point 2 <2 <2 

Color Degree 15 <15 <15 

Turbidity FTU 3.5 <0.1 <0.1 

Boron (B) mg/l (total) 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 

Arsenic (As) mg/l (total) 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

Cadmium (Cd) mg/1 0.003 <0.001 <0.001 

Copper (Cu) mg/l (total) 2.0 <0.003 <0.003 

Mercury (Hg) mg/l 0.006 <0.0002 <0.0002 

Nickel (Hg) mg/l 
(total) 

0.07 <0.003 <0.003 

Lead (Pb) mg/1 
(total) 

0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

Selenium (Se) mg/l (total) 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

Zinc (Zn) mg/l 3.0 0.01 0.005 

Total petroleum 
HC, TPH 

mg/l 0.1 <0.05 <0.05 

Cyanide (CN) mg/l 0.07 <0.03 <0.03 

Sulphate (S04) mg/l 250 32 21.2 

Chloride (Cl) mg/l 250 5.6 7.1 

pH  6-9 7.60 7.25 

Sodium (Na) mg/l 200 2.75 2.75 

Microbiological 
Parameters 

    

Mesophilic aerobes 
and facultative 
anaerobes  

1 ml 37 °c <= 20 
22 °c<=100 

4 
2 

3 
80 

Total Coliforms  100 ml Not Permitted ND ND 

Thermotolerant 
coliforms 

100 ml Not Permitted ND ND 

Sulphate-reducing 
Clostridia (Cl, 
perfringens) 

20 ml Not Permitted ND ND 

Coliphages 100 ml Not Permitted ND ND 
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80. Air quality was monitored in Village Tskere for criteria pollutant by Eco Services laboratory 
on May 20, 2020. As indicated in the table 7, the gaseous pollutants and particulate matter  
PM10 measured are within the national and IFC/WHO limits for air quality. However, the 
particulate matter levels PM2.5 (36 µg/m3 measured for 30 minutes) at Tskere village are 
exceeding the IFC/WHO limits (25 µg/m3  for 24 hours) even construction has not been  started 
yet. 

Table 7: Air Quality Test Results for Lot 1 (May 2020) 

Location: Tskere Village 

Indicator National/ 

IFC limits 

Unit Results 

Tskere Village 

 

Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) 50 µg/m3 2 

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 40 µg/m3 39 

Carbon Monoxide (CO) 5 mg/m3 0.034 

Particulate Matter (PM10) 50 b µg/m3 39 

Particulate Matter (PM 2.5) 25 b µg/m3 36 

b:IFC guidelines for 24 hours are being used as there is no standard for 30 minutes 

81. Soil testing was carried out in Village Kobi for the parameters prescribed in Appendix B of 
EIA by Gamma Testing Laboratory and all the parameters are within the defined acceptable 
limits of Georgian Standards for Soil Quality as indicated in table 8. 

Table 8: Soil Test Results for Lot 1 (June 2020) 

Location: Kobi Village 

NOTE: * MAC: Maximum admissible concentration; ** RAC : Referential admissible concentration 

82. Results of laboratory studies of solid material on asbestos as indicated in table 9 revealed 
that no asbestos or any other kind of fiber materials were detected in the sample collected 
from Kobi in May 2020. Main components of soil consist of silicates, aluminum trioxide and 
quartz. 

Table 9: Study of The Solid Materials on Asbestos 

       Sampling Location: Kobi 

# Main Components Asbestos 

# 

Name 

of 

Sample 

Lab 

Register-

N° 

Cu, 

total 

mg/kg 

Zn, 

total 

mg/kg 

Cr, 

total 

mg/kg 

Ni, 

total 

mg/kg 

Pb, 

total 

mg/kg 

Cd, 

total 

mg/kg 

As, 

total 

mg/kg 

pH 

1 
Kobi -

Soil  
642 38 87.5 106.8 44.5 20 <20 9.8 7.4 

Admissible 

concentration  
 132** 220** - 80** 32** 2** 10* >5,5** 

Method of 

testing 
ISO 14869-.1-01  

ISO 

10390-05 
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Sample 

ID 

Sampling 

place 

Type of solid 

material 

Yes No 

1 642-S Kobi Light brown- 

yellowish 

crumbly soil 

Silicates, aluminum 

trioxide quartz. Does 

not contain any kind 

of fiber material 

  

√ 

 

83. Contractor for Lot#2 has not carried out preconstruction instrumental monitoring and in a 
process of hiring the laboratory. The slow response is due to uncertain situation caused by 
pandemic COVID-19. 

4.2  Summary of Monitoring Outcomes  

84. The contractor for lot #1 has carried out preconstruction instrumental monitoring for air, 
ground water and soil testing by hiring Gamma Testing Laboratory. Ground water sampling 
was carried out at two locations i.e. Tskere and Kobi village while soil sample was collected 
from Kobi site. Air testing was carried out in Tskere village. 

85. The results of air, soil and ground water revealed that all the tested parameters are within 
the permissible range of national standard of Georgia and IFC/WHO guidelines except the 
concentration of the particulate matter levels PM 2.5 (36 µg/m3 measured for 30 minutes) at 
Tskere village which is exceeding the IFC/WHO limits (25 µg/m3 for 24 hours) even 
construction has not yet been started. 

86.  at Tskere site which are exceeding the whichever, is applicable. 

87. Groundwater test results revealed that it is suitable for drinking purpose at both locations i.e. 
Kobi and Tskere Village. 

88. Contractor for Lot#2 has not carried out preconstruction instrumental monitoring yet. 

4.3  Material Resource Utilization 

89. As for June 2020, following materials were mobilized on site by the Contractor for Lot#1: 

Table 10: Material mobilization 

# Material Quantity Unit 

1 Concrete - office and 
accommodation camp 

400 m3 

2 Concrete – foundation of 
batching plant and segment plant 

700 m3 

3 Rebar 10 t 

4 Section steel- local bridge 
construction 

20 t 

5 Cement 40 t 

6 Concrete brick 400 m3 

7 Sand  300 m3 

8 Gravel 300 m3 
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9 Diesel 50 t 

 

4.4  Waste Management  

90. Contractor for Lot#1 has signed the contract with Company under Kazbegi Municipality 
Government for the treatment of the non-hazardous waste, and the contract with Medical 
Technology LLC for the collection and treatment of hazardous waste. While Contractor for 
Lot# 2 has signed agreement with Ltd “Medical Technology” for the collection of hazardous 
waste. 

4.4.1 Current Period 

91. The main source that generates the big amount of the waste is earthworks, specifically: 
excavation of the soil and rock soil material excavated from the tunnels. Estimated 
calculations for spoil generation at Lot#1 and Lot#2 after adjusting the fill material to be used 
are given below: 

Estimated spoil generation for lot #1:  2,156,749 m3 

Estimated spoil generation for Lot #2:  1,473,339  m3  

Total estimated spoil generation for both Lot#1 and Lot#2:  3,630,088 m3 

92. Currently both the contractors are in a process of getting respective permits from the 
concerned authorities and fulfilling the Donor’s requirements for spoil disposal areas. 

4.5 Health and Safety 

93. CRTG, the contractor for Lot#1, has mobilized National HS specialist Vladimer Melia contact 
#+995574060001 and one Chinese HS specialist Xu Shaoliang contact # +995574130718; 
While, CRCC, the contractor for lot#2, has mobilized national HS specialist Mr. Giorgi 
Mikiashvili Contact # +995 599130067. The Georgian National legislation requirement 
(Article 7 “Organizing and Managing H&S” of Organic Law of Georgia on Labour Safety) shall 
be met for the appointment of HS staff i.e. up to 20 employees – one responsible person, 20t 
to 100 – one officer (special background required) and >100 - two officers required. The ratio 
of HS Specialists and number of employees will be maintained as 1: 50. 

94. These HS specialists would be available on their respective sites and their responsibilities 
include: maintaining safety and protection against HS accidents; provide H&S training 
including daily toolbox training sessions at each work site; approve H&S Plans for specific 
work activities; conduct routine site inspections and issue internal stop notices, if necessary, 
for unsafe activities; maintain H&S statistics log books for near misses, as well as incidents; 
and provide H&S input to Contractor reports. Sample for HSE log book is attached as Annex-
6.  

95. PMCSC’s National HS Specialist Mr.David Kvirkvelia is reviewing the health and safety 
related  documents submitted by the contractors for both lot1 and lot 2. 

4.5.1 Community Health & Safety  

96. No information reported regarding any incident related to community health and safety. 

97. PMCSC pointed out to the CC after the site visit on 16-05-2020 of the absence of flagmen 
through letter # # 2020-05-UBM-CRTG-45 dated: 20-05-2020 to control the traffic while 
vehicles entering and exiting  the construction site.  Upon start of construction activities, 
Contractor would be advised for provision of corrugated sheet barriers along the road to 
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isolate the construction activities from the road users, emergency lights, road markings, 
barricading and signage for awareness of road users and smooth flow of traffic.  

4.5.2 Occupational Health & Safety  

98. No information reported regarding any incident occurred related to worker’s Health and 
safety.  

99. Contractors taking actively protective measures against COVID 19. and following the 
recommendations related to COVID-19 issued by relevant Authorities. Contractors 
distributed “Coronavirus Protection  Manual”  among  the  staff,  and providing the  PPEs, 
face mask,  disposable  hand  sanitizer,  and disinfecting the working areas regularly. CC 
ensuring to take temperature for everyone twice per day. The COVID-19 Protection Plan is 
attached as Annex-9 

4.6  Trainings 

100. As reported by the CC for Lot #1, the following trainings were carried out by contractor 
during the reporting period: 

 Employment relationship and code of conduct; 

 Compulsory cultural awareness; 

 Environmental protection awareness; 

 Operation instructions; 

 Health and safety; 

101. Training records along with attendance sheets are Annexed as Annex-8. 

4.7 Grievance Redress Mechanism and Complaints  

102. Contractor is required to develop and implement the mechanism to resolve the 
environmental and social complaints by the communities due to implementation of the 
development activities. For this purpose, contractor will develop 24 hours operational hotline, 
nominate the focal persons to log the complaints, maintain complaints register and resolution 
of the complaints.  

103. Grievance Redress Committees (GRCEs) at Muncipality levels were established during 
the EIA study with the office order from RD. For Lot#2 GRCE for Dusheti muncipality is based 
in Kvesheti; while, for Lot#1 GRCE for Kazbegi Muncipality is based in Kobi village.  

104. In response to RD letter# N2-12/3725 dated: 25-03-2020,  

a. The contractor for Lot #1 submitted through letter # 200330-0021-CRG-RDMRDI the 
name of the candidates:  

i. For grievance resolution committee: Lela Bachiashvili (+ 995 593132361, 
lelabachi@yahoo.com); 

ii. For environmental concerns and Liang Hongjun (+995 557466348, 
liang.hongjun@crtg.cn  

b. For the PMCS, for social concerns. Ms. Tamar Javakhi, (Contact : +995 
599613196, javakhitako@gmail.com) Will bé focal Person ; and for environnement, 
Mr. Nikoloz Sopadze, (Contact : +995 597728871, nikasofadze@hotmail.com) were 
nominated. 

c. As informed by CC for Lot #2 Song Linzhi (Maxim) phone number + 995 577036926 
is responsible for the resolution of complaints.  

mailto:lelabachi@yahoo.com
mailto:liang.hongjun@crtg.cn
mailto:javakhitako@gmail.com
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105. As of June, 2020, 24 complaints have been received by MRDI (17), ADB (4), EBRD (1) 
and onsite (2) from the APs since the start of Project. These complaints are related to land 
acquisition, compensation rates, acquiring of remaining land plots, access routes restriction, 
potential chances of dust and noise emissions  and damage to the buildings and alternative 
road alignment selection and cultural heritage. Out of twenty-four (24), Five (5) are resolved 
by RD along with CC and two (2) were responded by ADB; while, seventeen (17) are under 
process for resolution. GRM log book consisting of details of logged complaints and status 
of resolution is attached as Annex-7. 

106. To address the issues of compensation, RD involved Levan Samkharauli National 
Forensics Bureau who will make re-assessment to establish a new rate. The complainants 
related to land acquisition, access restriction and acquiring of remaining land plots have been 
sent by RD to the design consultant IDOM consulting and Gamma Consulting, responsible 
for LARP preparation, for further review.  

107. Two onsite complaints are resolved by CC for Lot#1 with the help of RD. A complaint was 
raised by Mr. Ilia Beniadze (+995555622661) from village bedoni-beniani in May 2020 
regarding installations of supports (post) of overhead power line in his land plot. Contractor 
advised to his subcontractor to verify this matter and assigned his representative for the 
complaint resolution. After verification, it was found that private land was involved. Issue was 
negotiated with the landowner and payment of 1000 gel/year was an acceptable proposal for 
Mr. Ilia by the CC. The complaint was resolved in less than 30 days. 

108. The second compliant filed by Givi Chkareuli, +995577076293 in April 2020 asserting that 
contractor damaged the part of fence of niche and a steel plate table by loader nearby the 
existing highway. As a part of fence of the Niche at Kobi site is inside the RoW; while 
relocation of the fence outside the RoW, a part of fence was damaged by the mistake of the 
loader driver. On April 12, with the help of RD and Kazbegi municipality, Contractor and Mr. 
Chkareuli reached on an oral agreement to repair the fence and table. Contractor 
immediately fabricated a new steel table with a roof, and installed that to the location directed 
by him and the whole fence was also reconstructed by Contractor in the first week of May 
2020. 

109. To summarize, out of total twenty-four(24) during the project life, ten (10) complaints were 
received during the reporting period from January to June 2020. For the complaint received 
by EBRD,  Independent Project Accountability Mechanism (IPAM) Head has determined that 
the Complaint satisfies the Compliance Review eligibility criteria, as set out in the 2019 
Project Accountability Policy. IPAM will therefore initiate a Compliance Review in August 
2020 ( please see Annex-7 for detail). Summary of grievance received and status of 
resolution is given in Table 11. 

Table 11: Summary of grievances and status of resolution 

Period Number of 
grievances 

Resolved Under process 

Number of complaints during reporting period 
(January-June 2020) 

10 3 7 ( 6 relates to LARP and 

one complaint with 
EBRD) 

Number of complaints up to December 2019 14 4 10 

Cumulative ( during project life) 24 7 17 
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5. FUNCTIONING OF SEMP 

5.1  SEMP Review 

110. CRTG contractor for lot#1 submitted the SEMP on December 04, 2019. The SEMP was 
reviewed thoroughly and has been sent back to contractor with the comments for 
improvement on December 20,2019. Several letters and emails transferred between PMCSC 
and CC to improve the quality of SEMP and the revision C was submitted by the CRTG to 
PMCSC through letter# 200528-0108 on May 28,2020. PMCSC submitted SEMP to RD 
through letter# 2020-06-UBM-RD on June 12, 2020 for review. 

111. CRTG submitted the corrected version of BMP through letter# 200529-0109-CRTG-UBM 
on May 29, 05, 2020 which was accepted by the PMCSC through letter# 2020-07-ubm-
CRTG-81 dated: 01-07-2020 and sent to RD through letter# 2020-07-UBM-RD -43. Topsoil 
management plan was submitted to RD on 02-07-2020 through letter# 2020-07-UBM-RD -
43. Others Plans submitted to RD include Accommodation Option Risk Assessment, 
Biodiversity Management Plan, Noise Control Plan, Spill Management Plan and Topsoil 
Management Plan. 

112. PMCSC received review comments on the submitted documents from the Donors on 20-
07-2020 and forwarded to the contractor for the compliance through letter# 2007-07-UBM-
RD-54 dated: 17-07-2020. 

113. CRCC contractor for Lot# 2 has submitted the SEMP on December 18, 2019. The SEMP 
was reviewed by the PMCSC. SEMP final version for Lot# 2 was submitted to RD through 
letter # 2020-06-UBM-RD-23 dated: 05-06-2020 after incorporation of the comments sent by 
Ms. Luiza Bubashvili (Environmental Safeguard Consultant under ADB & EIB financed 
Projects) through Email on May 11, 2020.  

114. Lot # 2 site specific and topic specific plans were submitted to RD for review by emails on 
June 26, 2020 including: Topsoil Management Plan, Waste Management Plan, Air Quality 
Management Plan, Noise Control Plan, Spill Management Plan, Occupational and 
Community Health and Safety Plan, Emergency Response Plan, Concrete batching 
management  plan, Vibration management plan, Ground Water Management Plan, Re-
cultivation/ Land Restoration Plan, Biodiversity Management Plan, asbestos Management 
plan, Spoil disposal area plan- Platue Left, Spoil disposal area plan for site#2. 

115. ADB reviewed the documents and sent review comments and guidance notes to improve 
these documents through email dated: 15-07-2020. The missing information required for 
SEMP is related to machinery and equipment, use of raw materials, access roads, campsites, 
workshops, source of construction material, waste disposal sites, project preparatory works, 
etc. PMCSC has forwarded these comments to CC for Lot#2 for the compliance.  

116. Taking into account the unanticipated event of outbreak of pandemic infectious disease of 
COVID 19 causing large number of people sick and reported deaths, travel 
restrictions, lockdowns, workplace hazard , and facility closures. Both the contactors are 
advised to include one section about COVID-19 and “COVID-19 Protection Action Plan” as 
a part of SEMPs. This will include hiring of doctor and providing the PPEs, face mask, 
disposable hand  sanitizer,  and disinfecting the working areas regularly, temperature check, 
trainings of the workforce, provision of  designated quarantine areas , maintaining social 
distances etc. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travel_restrictions_related_to_the_COVID-19_pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travel_restrictions_related_to_the_COVID-19_pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_lockdowns
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workplace_hazard_controls_for_COVID-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_public_venues_and_institutions_closed_during_the_COVID-19_pandemic
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117. The updated status of deliverable plans for both lot#1 and lot#2 is given in Table 12A & 
12 B respectively. 

Table 12A: List of deliverables plans, timings and current status for Lot 1 

 # Item Reference Date Current Status  

1. SEMP 20-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate 

comments from Donors 

Engineer approved and submitted to 

RD on 12-06-2020 

1st submission date: 04/12/2019, 

 Ref. No. 191204-0016-CRTG- UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 19/12/2019 

Resubmission date: 28/02/2020 

200228-0052-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 11/05/2020  

Ref N 2020-05-UBM-CRTG-3 

Ref. No. 200528-0108-CRTG- UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 05/28/2020 

2. Topsoil Management Plan 20-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate 

comments from Donors 

Accepted by PMCSC on 19-02-2020 for 

submission to RD 

1st submission date: 11/10/2019 

Ref. No. 191011-0006-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 31/10/2019 

Ref. No. 006-KVKO-UBM-GE 

Resubmission date: 04/12/2019 

Ref. No. 191204-0017- CRTG- UBM 

Approval date: 19/02/2020 

084-KVKO-UBM-GE 

3. Waste Management Plan 03-06-2020 Respond by PMCSC on 03-06-2020 to 

CC to update Rev B  

1st submission date: 06/12/2019 

Ref. No. 191206-0018-CRTG-UBM 
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 # Item Reference Date Current Status  

PMCSC reply date: 19/2/2020 

Ref. No. 083-KVKO-UBM-GE 

Resubmission date: 08/04/2020 

Ref. No. 200408-0081- CRTG-UBM 

Contractor’s Letter, 200324-0078-CRTG-

UBM dated : 24.03.2020 Ref N: 2020-05-

UBM-CRTG-49 date: 21.05.2020 

4. Wastewater Management Plan  21/05/2020 Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 24/03/2020 

Ref. No. 200324-0078-CRTG-UBM 

Our Reference : 2020-05-UBM-CRTG-49 

Date : 21.05.2020 

5. Air Quality Management Plan 06/05/2020 Under revision by CC 

1st submission date: 19/02/2020 

Ref. No. 200218-0041-CRTG- UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 14/04/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-04-UBM-CRTG-25 

6. Noise Control Plan 20-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate 

comments from Donors 

Accepted by PMCSC on 24-04-2020 for 

submission to RD 

1st submission date: 14/01/2020 

Ref. No. 200114-0033-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 06/02/2020 

Ref. No. 070-KVKO-UBM-GE 

Resubmission date: 19/02/2020 

Ref. No. 200219-0044-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 07/04/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-04-UBM-CRTG-22 

Resubmission date: 21/04/2020 

Ref. No. 200421-0088-CRTG-UBM 
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 # Item Reference Date Current Status  

Approval date: 24/04/2020 

2020-04-UBM-CRTG-30 

Our Reference: 2020-05-UBM-RD-15 

Date: 07.05.2020 

7. Spill Management Plan 20-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate 

comments from Donors 

Accepted by PMCSC on 23-06-2020 

1st submission date: 09/12/2019 

Ref. No. 191209-0020-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 12/02/2020  

076-KVKO-UBM-GE 

Resubmission date: 12/03/2020 

Ref. No. 200312-0063-CRTG-UBM 

Our Ref. No.2020-06-UBM-CRTG-53 

Date 02.06.2020 

2020-06-UBM-CRTG-74 

Date 23.06.2020 

8. Traffic Management Plan 20/05/2020 Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date :23/12/2019 

Ref. letter:191219-0027-CRTG-UBM 

9. Occupational and Community 

Health and Safety Plan 

10/05/2020 Under revision by CC 

1st submission date :12/12/2019 

Ref. No. 191212-0022-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 10/03/2020  

Ref. No. 2020-03-UBM-CRTG-01 

10. Labor and Working Conditions 

Management Plan  

15/5/2020 Under revision by CC 

1st submission date :09/03/2020 

Ref. No. 200308-0062-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 12/03/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-03-UBM-CRTG-04 
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 # Item Reference Date Current Status  

11. Code of Conduct 10/5/2020 Under revision by CC 

1st submission date :04/03/2020 

Ref. No. 200304-0058-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 23/03/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-03-UBM-CRTG-11 

12. Emergency Response Plan 15/05/2020 Under revision by CC 

1st submission date :12/12/2019 

Ref. No. 191212-0023-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 23/03/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-03-UBM-CRTG-13 

13. Ground Water Management 

Plan 

18/06/2020 Accepted by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 10/02/2020 

Ref. No. 200210-0020-CRTG-UBM  

PMCSC reply date: 10/02/2020 

Ref. No. 075-KVKO-UBM-GE 

Resubmission date: 17/03/2020 

Ref. No. 200317-0068-CRTG-UBM 

Ref. No. 2020-05- UBM -CRTG-40  

Date 18.05.2020 

2020-06-UBM-CRTG-69 

Date 18.06.2020 

14. Re-cultivation/ 

Land Restoration Plan 

20/05/2020 Submitted to RD for review 

1st submission date: 05/01/2020 

Ref. No. 200105-0030-CRTG-UBM 

2020-05-UBM-CRTG-47,  

Date 20.05.2020 

15. Biodiversity Management Plan 20-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate 

comments from Donors 

Submitted to RD for Review 

1st submission date: 18/02/2020 
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 # Item Reference Date Current Status  

Ref. No. 200218-0042-CRTG-UBM 

Reference: 2020-05-UBM-CRTG-48 Date 

: 21.05.2020 

16. Construction Vibration 

Management Plan 

27/06/2020 Under review by PMCSC Rev B 

1st submission date: 11/02/2020 

Ref. No. 200211-0040-CRTG-UBM  

Reference: 2020-05-UBM-CRTG-42 

Date: 18.05.2020 

17. Tunnel Blasting Plan 22/06/2020 Under review by PMCSC Revision C 

1st submission date :12/12/2019 

Ref. No. 191212-0024-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date:30/12/2019 

Resubmission date:11/02/2020 

Ref. No. 200210-0039-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 27/04/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-04-UBM-CRTG-34 

18. Construction camp layout plan 15/06/2020 Under revision by CC Rev B 

submitted by CC letter N 200508-

CRTG_UBM date May 8.2020 

2020-06-UBM-CRTG-63 

15.06.2020 

19. Construction Camp 

Management Plan 

27/04/2020 Under revision by CC 

1st submission date :20/02/2020 

Ref. No. 191212-0023-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 02/04/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-04-UBM-CRTG-19 

Ref. No. 2020-04-UBM-CRTG-31 

Date: 27/04/2020 

20 Spoil Disposal Plan 18/05/2020 Under review by PMCSC Rev B 

1st submission date: 21/01/2020 

Ref. No. 200121-0035-CRTG-UBM 
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 # Item Reference Date Current Status  

PMCSC reply date: 04/02/2020  

Ref. No. 063/KVKO/UBM-GE 

Resubmission date: 19/02/2020 

Ref. No. 200219-0045-CRTG-UBM 

Ref N 2020-05-UBM_CRTG-41  

Date 18.05.2020 

21 Asphalt Plant Management Plan - Before installation of plant 

22. Concrete Batching Plant 

Management Plan 

15/6/2020 To be submitted by CC 

23. Method Statements for 

Temporary Storage Areas, 

Temporary river crossings and 

Temporary roads 

10/6/2020 To be submitted by CC 

24 Bridge Construction Plan - Before construction of bridge 

25. Method Statement for the Safe 

Management of Asbestos 

- To be submitted by CC 

26. Cultural Heritage Management 

Plan 

28/2/2020 Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 28/02/2020 

Ref. No. 200228-0051-CRTG-UBM 

27 Local Content Management 

Plan 

03-07-2020 Under review by PMCSC  

28. Occupational Health and Safety 

(OHS) Plan for Tunnels 

10/05/2020 Under revision by CC 

1st submission date :14/01/2020 

Ref. No. 200114-0032-CRTG-UBM 

PMCSC reply date: 23/03/2020 

Ref. No. 2020-03-UBM-CRTG-12 

29. Accommodation Option Risk 

Assessment 

20-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate 

comments from Donors 

Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 04/03/2020 

Ref. No. 200304-0057-CRTG-UBM 

30. Tunnel Transition Plan - Before completion 
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Table 12B: List of deliverables plans, timings and current status for Lot 2 

 # Item Reference date Current Status  

1. SEMP 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Engineer approved and submitted to RD 

on 25-05-2020 

1st submission: 16/12/2019,  

Reference letter: KKRP2020(026) 

PMCSC’s reply: 09/02/2020 

Reference letter: KKRP2020(058) 

PMCSC’s reply: 20/05/2020; 

Our Reference: 2020-06-UBM-RD- 23; 

Date: 05.06.2020. 

2. Topsoil Management Plan 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Contractors letter N KKRP-2020-059; 

Date 21/05/2020; 

Ref N 2020-05-UBM-CRCC-37 

Date 21.05.2020. 

3. Waste Management Plan 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Submitted letter: KKRP-2020-033 ,  

Dated: 03.04.2020; 

Reference: 2020-04-UBM-CRCC-21;  

Date: 21.04.2020. 

Letter, KKRP-2020-050; 

Dated : 01.05.2020; 

Our Reference : 2020-05-UBM-RD-16; 

Date: 08.05.2020. 

RD to UBM letter N 2-12/6154 

Date: 17.06.2020. 
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 # Item Reference date Current Status  

4. Waste Water Management Plan  17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

To be submitted by the CC 

Will be developed after the camp layout is 

approved (water discharge issues and 

location of discharge points are being 

specified) 

5. Air Quality Management Plan 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Submitted by CC on 23-04-2020; 

Reference: 2020-04-UBM-CRCC-26  

Date: 24.04.2020 

6. Noise Control Plan 17-07-2020 Accepted on 13.05.2020; 

Reference : 2020-05-UBM-CRCC-32 

Date: 13.05.2020 

7. Spill Management Plan 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Accepted by PMCSC on 19-02-2020 for 

submission to RD 

1st submission: 06/12/2019  

Reference letter: KKRP2020(023) 

PMCSC’s comments: 062/KVKO/UBM-GE 

CRCC reply: 07/02/2020  

Reference letter: KKRP2020(013) 

062/KVKO/UBM-GE; 

Date:04.02.2020 

8. Traffic Management Plan 10/03/2020 To be submitted by the CC 

9. Occupational and Community 

Health and Safety Plan 

17-07-2020 

 

Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission:06/12/2019 

Reference letter: KKRP2020(023) 

Revised submitted on 24-03-2020 
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 # Item Reference date Current Status  

10. Labour and Working Conditions 

Management Plan  

31/12/2020 Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission: 31/12/2020, 

Reference letter: KKRP2019(031) 

11. Code of Conduct 06/12/2019 Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission: 06/12/2019 

Reference letter: KKRP2020(023) 

12. Emergency Response Plan 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date :12/12/2019 

13. Ground Water Management Plan 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

To be submitted by the CC 

letter N KKRP-2020(038)  

Date 09.04.2020. 

Reference: 2020-04-UBM-CRCC-19 ; 

Date: 21.04.2020. 

14. Recultivation/ Land Restoration 

Plan 

17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Accepted on 12.06.2020 

Contractor’s Letter : KKRP-2020-049 , 

Dated : 30.04.2020; 

Reference: 2020-05-UBM-CRCC-34  

Date: 15.05.2020 

Ref N KKRP-2020(064); 

Date 22.05.2020; 

2020-06-UBM-CRCC-42; 

Date 03.06.202. 

2020-06-UBM-CRCC-49; 

Date 12.06.2020 

15. Biodiversity Management Plan 17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 
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 # Item Reference date Current Status  

Submitted letter: KKRP-2020-056,  

Dated: 12.05.2020; 

Reference: 2020-05-UBM-CRCC-33  

Date: 18.05.2020 

16. Construction Vibration Management 

Plan 

21/04/2020 Accepted : KKRP-2020-039 ,  

Dated : 09.04.2020; 

Reference: 2020-04-UBM-CRCC-20 

Date: 21.04.2020 

17. Tunnel Blasting Plan - To be submitted by the CC 

Depends on the time of availability of the 

Blasting Passport 

18. Construction camp layout plan 31/03/2019 

 

1st submission date 03/11/2019 

Reference letter KKRP2019(011) 

2nd submission date 25/11/2019   Reference 

letter KKRP2019(015) 

PMCSCs comments: 20/11/2019 Ref no: 

014/KVKO/UBM – GE 

CRCC Reply date: 03/02/2020 Ref No: 

KKRP2020(009) 

ADBs comments for location of camps ref N 

2020-3-KVKO-UBM_CRCC-08; 

Date 20.03.2020 

Letter: KKRP-2020-025; 

Date: 09.03.2020; 

Letter: KKRP-2020-026; 

Date: 12.03.2020; 

Ref: 2020-03-UBM-CRCC-12; 

Date: 31.03.2020 

19. Construction Camp Management 

Plan 

23/04/2020 Letter : KKRP-2020-041 ,  

Dated : 15.04.2020; 

Reference: 2020-04-UBM-CRCC-25 
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 # Item Reference date Current Status  

 Date: 23.04.2020 

20. Spoil Disposal Plan 20/05/2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

1st submission date 03/11/2019 Reference 

letter: KKRP2019(011) 

PMCSCs comments: 20/11/2019 Ref no: 

014/KVKO/UBM – GE 

2st submission date 21.05.2020 

Letter KKRP2020(060) 

Ref N 2020-05-UBM-CRCC-36; 

Date 20.05.2020 

21 Asphalt Plant Management Plan 31/03/2020 To be submitted by CC 

22. Concrete Batching Plant 

Management Plan 

17-07-2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

23. Method Statements for Temporary 

Storage Areas, Temporary river 

crossings and temporary roads 

25.11.2019 Under process 

1st submission: 25.11.2019  

Reference letters: KKRP2019(014), 

 31/12/2019 KKRP2019(028),  

06/12/2019 KKRP2019(022) 

24 Bridge Construction Plan - To be submitted by CC 

25. Method Statement for the Safe 

Management of Asbestos 

31/12/2019 

 

Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

 

Accepted by PMCSC on 19-02-2020 for 

submission to RD 

1st submission date: 31.12.2019 

Reference letter:   KKRP2019(011) 

PMCSC’s comments: 065/KVKO/UBM-GE 

CRCC Replay: 06/02/2020 

 Reference letter: KKRP – 2020(012) 

26. Cultural Heritage Management Plan 10/01/2020 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 
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 # Item Reference date Current Status  

Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 10/01/2020 

Reference letter: KKRP-2020(004) 

First Revision: 28.01.2020 

                                                                   

Referenceletter KKRP-2020(007) 

27 Local Content Management Plan 11/12/2019 

 

Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 11/12/2019 

Reference letter: KKRP-2019 024 

28. Occupational Health and Safety 

(OHS) Plan for Tunnels 

06/12/2019 Under revision by CC to incorporate ADB 
comments received on 17-07-2020 

Under review by PMCSC 

Submitted as a part of OHS plan 

1st submission:06/12/2019 

Reference letter: KKRP2020(023) 

29. Accommodation Option Risk 

Assessment 

16/02/2020 Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 16/02/2020  

Reference letter: KKRP-2019 015 

30. Tunnel Transition Plan - Before start of operational stage 

31  Biodiversity monitoring Plan 22/05/2020  Under review by PMCSC 

1st submission date: 22/05/2020  

Reference letter: KKRP-2020(065) 

32 Implementation of the conditions 04.06.2020 Letter N 2020-06-UBM-CRCC 

Date: 04.06.2020 

6. GOOD PRACTICES   

6.1 Good Practices  
118. Contractors taking actively protective measures against COVID 19. and following the 

recommendations related to COVID -19 issued by relevant Authorities. Both the Contractors 
distributed “Coronavirus Protection  Manual”  among  the  staff,  and providing the  PPEs, 
face mask,  disposable  hand  sanitizer,  and disinfecting the working areas regularly. CC 
ensuring to take temperature for everyone twice per day. 
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119. CC for Lot#1 hired the certified laboratory to carry out the environmental monitoring for air 
quality, ground water and soil to establish the preconstruction baseline condition as 
recommended in the EIA. 

120. Both the Contractors submitted the corrected versions of SEMPs to RD through PMCSC. 

121. Construction Contractor (CC), coordinating with the concerned authorities to get the 
respective approvals regarding rehabilitation of access roads, relocation of gas pipelines, 
use of state and private land, vegetation clearance and tree cutting etc. 

122. Contractor making efforts to find suitable places for the project associated facilities 
meeting the criteria set in the EIA and applicable national standards. 

123. Contractor for Lot#1 has signed the contract with the Company under Kazbegi municipality 
government for the treatment of the non-hazardous waste, and with Medical Technology LLC 
for the treatment of hazardous waste. 

124. Both the contractors have mobilized their national environmental experts, Paata 
Chankotadze for Lot #1 and Levani Giorgadze for Lot # 2.  

125. Both the contractors trying to build good relation with the surrounding communities by 
resolving issues at the site. Contractor for lot#2 rehabilitated the access to village Zakatkari.  

126. Contractor for Lot#1 build the bridge on Tergi River on demand of community in Kobi 
Village. 

7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION  

7.1 Summary 
127. Contractor’s mobilization process has been slowed down due to the Governmental 

restrictions related with COVID-19. All mobilization and material procurement related 
procedures went very slow since all Georgian Governmental and private organizations were 
partially or fully closed. Taking in to account the global restriction on the movement and lock 
down the commencement date has been postponed up to end of July 2020. 

128. Due to restriction on the movement across the borders of the countries, foreign staff 
cannot be mobilized. The hiring of workforce from the local market is also a slow process 
due to uncertain situation caused by this pandemic. 

129. Both the Contractors are in the Process of equipment mobilization. For Lot#1 TBM design 
and manufacturing is ongoing. The main bearing Manufacturer has been approved by the 
PMCSC. The Contractor continues negotiations regarding design and manufacturing issues 
with the manufacturer. Moreover, the Contractor has established the testing Laboratory at 
the Kobi site. 

130. The Contractor is actively involved in local market research in order to identify potential 
suppliers for the main construction materials (such as reinforcement bars, inert material and 
etc.) in order to avoid any interruption due to insufficient material supply. In this process, the 
Contractor has carried out multiple material tests to ensure the quality of the material. The 
resources of materials have been submitted to the PMCSC for approval by CRTG. 

131. PMCSC’s team with RD representative staff carried out two site visits to monitor the 
ongoing activities by the contractors during the month of June 2020 and discuss the future 
plans with Contractors. 
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132. SEMPs along with some topic and site-specific plans were submitted to RD for review for 
Both Lot#1 and Lot#2. The donor’s reviewed the documents, passed the comments and both 
the contractors are revising the documents. 

133. PMCSC notified both the contractors to carry out instrumental monitoring as specified in 
monitoring plan of EIA to confirm the baseline situation. Contractor for Lot#1 has carried out 
the monitoring for air, groundwater and soil analysis. 

134. A Videocon was held om May 10, 2020 between PMCSC, RD, ADB and EBRD 
representative to discuss the emergency situation due to pandemic COVID 19 and project 
commencement, document preparation, ongoing developments related to document 
preparation and mobilization of staff. 

135. Both the contractors for Lot #1 and Lot#2 are in close coordination with PMCSC and RD 
for identification and approvals of the alternative sites for Spoil disposal areas, Camp sites, 
batching plants and crushing plants and submitted the required documents to RD for Donor’s 
Review. 

136. The Donor reviewed the documents of Project primary facilities for both Lot#1 and Lot # 2 
and sent the comments on February 21, 2020 regarding the proposed locations of these 
facilities. Several meetings were held between the PMCSC and the Contractors and letters 
and emails were transferred to finalize the response for the comments.  

137. The response of comments for both Lot#1 and Lot#2 has been submitted to RD through 
letters# 2020-06-UBM-RD-25 dated:12-06-2020 & 2020-07-UBM-RD-54 dated: 17-07-2020. 

7.2  Recommendations 
138. The implementation status of recommendations made, in the previous SAEMR (July -

December 2019), for the 1st and 2nd quarter of 2020 are given in the table 13. Some of the 
recommendation are still pending and others are partially implemented due to uncertainty 
about the commencement of the project because of unanticipated outbreak of COVID-19. 
Both the contractors are required to implement these recommendations along with new 
recommendations given below during 3rd and 4th quarter of 2020.   

Table 13: Applicability status of recommendations made in SAEMR (July-Dec 2019) 

Recommendations  for 1st and 2nd quarters 2020  Status of applicability 

- SEMP with its topic specific and site specific subplans to get 
it endorsed by the engineer and approved by RD, ADB and 
EBRD, where applicable, as set in the EIA -Q1 2020 

Ongoing  
Updated status is given in 
Tables11A &11B  

- Hire the certified laboratory and carry out the environmental 
monitoring for air, noise & vibration, soil and ground water 
quality as set in environmental monitoring plans for both lot#1 
and Lot#2 to confirm the baseline conditions before start of 
construction -Q1 202 

CC for Lot#1 carried out the 
preconstruction  
instrumental monitoring to 
confirm the baseline 
conditions 
 

- Obtain the approvals for the Project related facilities, 
relocation of utilities, use of state land from the concerned 
authorities as set in the EIA and National legislations -Q1-Q2 
2020  

Ongoing 
Implementation to be 
continued -Q3-Q4 2020  
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- Obtain the permits for tree cuttings from SFF and MoEPA and 
Municipalities as required and for water abstraction -Q1-Q2 
2020 

Tree cutting permit 
obtained 

- Complete the screening documents as per Appendix F of the 
EIA for the new alternative spoil disposal areas to include 
these as project related facilities as Per ADB SPS 2009 and 
EBRD performance requirements -Q1-Q2 2020 

To be implemented -Q3-Q4 
2020 

- Ensure fully functioning GRM is in place and test it -Q1-Q2 
2020  

In place to address the 
complaints from Affectees. 
 

- Procure services of technical specialist who can complete 
BAP survey and monitoring work -Q1-Q2 2020 

Pending 
To be implemented -Q3-Q4 
2020 

- Contractor to employ other key EHS professionals as per 
requirements in Contract and EIA -Q1-Q2 2020 

Complied 
Both the contractors hired 
HSE Specialist 

- PMCSC  to complete key pre-construction tasks relating to 
cultural heritage and biodiversity -Q1-Q2 2020 

Ongoing  
PMCSC mobilized the 
Cultural Heritage Specialist 

- As per requirements of EIA and ESAP (EBRD) submit 
relevant plans when approved by PMCSC and RD for final 
approval by lenders. -Q1-Q2 2020 

CC revising the ADB and 
EBRD reviewed 
documents 

- Regular training and inductions for new staff -Q1-Q2 2020 Being complied ( Annex-1 
Photo# 1-7) 
 

- Continued liaison with local communities and hopefully 
proactive work to gain trust of locals -Q1-Q2 2020 

-  

Being complied as CC 
providing support to the 
community  

- Gage potential for local employment for unskilled labour -Q1-
Q2 2020 

CC for lot#1 hired 43 local 
workers at site 

- Ensure temporary access roads are fully planned and 
discussed with relevant authorities, communities and also of 
key importance, between contractors for access to Khada 
valley -Q1-Q2 2020 

Ongoing 
To be implemented -Q3-Q4 
2020 

- CC and CSCS to start preparation of monthly and quarterly 
monitoring reports as required -Q1 2020 

Pending 
To be implemented -Q3-Q4 
2020 

- Agreement with the licensed contractors to collect the MSW 
and hazardous waste -Q1 2020 

Implemented  for Lot#1 
 ( attached as  Annex-10) 

- Contract with security company for security arrangements of 
the project site -Q1 2020 

CCs negotiating with 
security companies 
To be implemented -Q3-Q4 
2020 
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- Induction training of the staff -Q1-Q2 2020 Being complied  
( Annex-1 Photo# 33-36) 
 

- Mobilize the national cultural heritage specialist for the 
protection of cultural heritage sites and to adopt and 
implement procedure in case of chance find during 
construction in coordination with Ministry of Culture and 
Monument Protection of Georgia -Q1-2020 

Both the contractors to 
mobilize cultural Heritage  
monitors ; however, 
PMCSC mobilized the 
Cultural heritage specialist 

- Arrangements of Medical practitioner along with first aid 
facilities and contact with the nearest wellbeing facility.Q1-
2020 

First aid facility available at 
Kobi campsite  
(Annex-1 Photo# 37-38) 
 

- Arrangement of firefighting system must be at place at all 
campsites and active construction sites during project 
preparatory stage Q1-Q2 2020 

Being complied  
(Annex-1 Photo# 33-36) 
 

- Provision of solid waste bins and lavatories with sufficient 
water availability for the workers to be involved in project 
preparatory works Q1 2020 

CC for lot#1 provided 
waste bins and temporary 
toilet facilities at Kobi 
campsite (Annex-1 Photo# 
40-41) ; however, 
segregation of waste is 
required -Q3-Q4 2020. 

- Provision of drip trays for secondary containment for each 
generator to be at site -Q1-Q2 2020 

Pending  
To be implemented -Q3-Q4 
2020 

Provision of workplace safety Instructions in front of 
workstation to guide the workers based on the type of work 
being carried out -Q1 2020 

Pending  
To be implemented -Q3-Q4 
2020 

 

139.  Following bullets summarize the new recommended mitigation measures, in addition to 
the pending from the last SAEMR, which are required to adopted by both the contractors for 
Lot#1 and Lot#2 in the 3rd and 4th quarter of 2020 to meet the requirement furnished in the 
EMP:  

- Strict measure to protect the workforce and community from spreading of pandemic 
disease COVID19 - Q3-Q4;  

- Include in the design and construct the concrete washout facility at each batching plant to 
restrict the flow of chemicals, and cement to the rivers - Q3-Q4; 

- Ensure the protection of natural gas transmission lines during the construction especially, 
at Kobi village and the training of drivers and workforce in this regard - Q3-Q4; 

- Displaying the information board for awareness of the workforce to protect the otter and 
other species - Q3-Q4; 

- Re-vegetation of slopes immediately after disturbance not after construction - Q3- Q4 
2020; 

- Don’t mix the topsoil with the inert material and conserve the top soil for future use for 
revegetation and landscaping work -Q 3- Q4 2020; 
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- Concrete paved access road for the batching plants, workshops and other facilities - Q3-
Q4 2020; 

- Security system to be installed for each campsite and hiring of licensed security company- 
Q3 2020; 

- Designate a separate area fenced and covered in the workshop for the used tyres, used 
batteries, used drums and scrap material- Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Well maintained, paved and marked parking facility for heavy vehicles - Q3-Q4 2020; 
- Road marking for existing north south corridor, provision of barricades, , and warning sign 

board  for the guidance of road users during the construction - Q3-Q4 2020; 
- Provision of the barriers of corrugated sheet to isolate the active construction site from the 

road users and avoid visual effect - Q3-Q4 2020; 
- Fencing the cultural heritage sites for protection and restrict the entry of workers - Q3-Q4 

2020; 
- Prohibit the workers to take the lunch along the river side and throwing the waste - Q3-Q4 

2020; 
- Regular water sprinkling along the access roads to suppress the fugitive dust emission - 

Q3-Q4; 
- Placement of waste bins to segregate the different types of waste, provision of spill kits 

and designated area for storage of hazardous material with restricted entry - Q3-Q4; 
- Provision of a separate drum with screens in the middle to collect the used oil filters at the 

top while oil being collected at the bottom - Q3 2020; 
- Maintain the spoil material recording system taking in to account the design capacity of 

spoil disposal area, spoil material dumped and spoil material source point for each 
disposal area - Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Hiring and placement of trained flagmen to control the movement of vehicles entering and 
leaving the main road or where extensive movement of vehicles at the active construction 
site - Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Avoid the entry of spoil materials and boulders in the surface water restricting the river 
water flow - Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Construction of single span steel bridge with guard rail for water body crossings for access 
roads - Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Construction of wheel washing facilities at appropriate locations to avoid the mud carried 
by the vehicle’s tyres to the road - Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Contractor for Lot # 2 to hire the certified laboratory and carry out the preconstruction 
environmental monitoring for soil and air quality as set in environmental monitoring plans 
to confirm the baseline conditions before start of construction -Q3 2020; 

- Regular testing for environmental attributes including air, noise & vibration, groundwater, 
surface water during construction phase as prescribed in the EIA - Q3-Q4; 

- Installation of security surveillance system and contract with security company for security 
arrangements of the project site -Q3 2020; 

- CC to Provide PPEs all the workers for head to toe protection taking in to account the 
nature of the performed activities - Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Provision of complaint box displaying the information of contact person at each campsite 
to receive the complaints and ensure fully functioning GRM is in place and test it Q3-Q4 
2020; 

- Finalize the remaining topic and site specific subplans to get it endorsed by the PMCSC 
and submit to RD to get it approved by RD, ADB and EBRD, where applicable, as set in 
the EIA -Q3-Q4 2020; 

- Updating SEMP for COVID-19 - Q3 2020. 
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1: Project Pictures 

# Photographs Description 

1 

 

Site Induction Trainings for Lot 
#1 during May 2020 

2 

 

Site Induction Trainings for Lot 
#1  during May 2020 
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3 

 

Site Induction Trainings for Lot 
#1  during May 2020 

4 

 

Site Induction Trainings for Lot 
#1  during May 2020 
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5 

 

Training for lifting and load 
operations for lot#1  during May 
2020 

6 

 

Training for Working at Height 

Procedure and Electrical Safety 

in Tool Box Talk for lot #1 during 

May 2020  
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7 

 

Training for Working at Height 

Procedure and Electrical Safety 

in Tool Box Talk during May 

2020 for Lot#1 

 

8 

 

Distribution of PPES and masks 
lot#1 
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9 

 

Daily temperature checking for 
the visitor and workers lot#1 

10 

 

Disinfection against the COVID 
19 lot #1 
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11 

 

Disinfection against the COVID 
19 lot#1 

13 

 

Disinfection against the COVID 
19 lot # 1 
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14 

 

Safety Oath from the Workers 
lot #1 

15 

 

PMCSC and RD  during  Site 
visit  for lot#1  
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16 

 

PMCSC and RD  during  Site 
visit  for lot#1 

17 

 

Segment Plant area Kobi lot#1 
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18 

 

Equipment for the development 
of Lab at Kobi site lot#1 

19 

 

Material and equipment storage 
at Kobi Site for Lot#1 
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20 

 

Widening the village road at the 

request of Zakatkari villagers’ 

lot#2 

 

21 

 

The completed section of 

widening of Zakatkari village 

road lot#2 
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22 

 

Widening by excavator on 

Zakatkari village road lot#2 

 

23 

 

The completed section of 

widening of Zakatkari village 

road lot#2 
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24 

 

Land clearance and placement 

of containers along the existing 

road- Kobi lot#1 

25 

 

Bridge build by CC  on  Tergi 

River on  the request of the 

Kazbegi municipality  at Kobi 

lot#1 
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26 

 

Shaded area with  table built by 

CC to resolve the complaint 

from local at Kobi Site lot#1 

27 

 

Compliant filed by Givi 
Chkareuli in April 2020 
asserting that contractor 
damaged the part of fence of 
niche. 

 Contractor built the fence to 
resolve the complaint as agreed 
with the complainant in the 1st 
week of May 2020. Issue 
resolved. 
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28 

 

CC built the fence to protect 

Niche  at Kobi lot#1 

29 

 

Vehicles parked in River 

Protection zone in Kvesheti 

Lot#2 
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30 

 

Topsoil storage at Kobi Site. 

Need to be improved in terms of  

signage indicating the date of 

stockpiling, silts fence and 

drainage 

31 

 

Topsoil storage at Kobi Site. 
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32 

 

Loss of soil due to erosion at 

Kobi campsite 

33 

 

Poor waste handling and 

housekeeping arrangements at 

Kobi Site during  engineer’s site 

visit in May 2020 
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34 

 

Poor waste handling and 

housekeeping arrangements at 

Kobi Site during Site visit in May 

2020 

35 

 

Material should be stacked 

properly above ground and 

covered with Tarpaulin 
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36 

 

Material storage at Kobi 

Campsite 

37 

 

Fire Fighting arrangement at 

Kobi Site Lot#1 
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38 

 

Firefighting arrangements at 

Kobi site lot#1 

39 

 

Firefighting arrangement at Kobi 

site lot#1 
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40 

 

Firefighting arrangement at Kobi 

site lot#1 

41 

 

First  aid facility at Kobi Site 
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42 

 

First aid facility at Kobi site 

43 

 

Temporary arrangement of 

toilets at Kobi site 
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44 

 

Waste container at Kobi site 

however need segregation 

45 

 

Waste Containers at Kobi site 
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Annex 2:  MoEPA EIA Approval Conditions with English Translation 

 

 

 

x 
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English Translation 

Ministry of Environmental Protection and Agriculture of Georgia 

Order N 2-354 

25/04/2019                                                                                                                                                            

Tbilisi                  

1. To be issued an environmental decision on the construction and operation of roads of Dusheti and 

Kazbegi municipalities represented by Roads Department of Georgia in the area of Zhinvali-Larsi road, 

Kvesheti-Kobi section; 

2. The environmental decision referred to in paragraph 1 of the order shall be issued for an indefinite period;  

3. Roads Department of Georgia shall ensure the implementation of the activities according to the proposed 

Environmental Impact Assessment Report, Technological Scheme, Expected mitigation measures, 

Environmental monitoring and Emergency Response Plans, conclusions and recommendations; 

4. Roads Department of Georgia shall provide to fix the groundwater, including drinking water throughout 

the section of tunnel project area (at the tunnel portals) prior to tunnel blasting. And in case of a change in 

the sources of debit and/or impact on groundwater during construction, shall take appropriate mitigation 

measures, including, where necessary, shall provide an alternative water supply network for the population. 

5. Roads Department of Georgia shall, prior to the commencement of tunnel construction, ensure the 

installation of sedimentation reservoir/clarifier for the waters coming out of the tunnel; 

6. Prior to the commencement of construction works, Roads Department of Georgia shall provide the 

description of houses and buildings in the Project Area, and during the construction process shall implement 

their constant monitoring. Provide appropriate mitigation measures if necessary. 
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7. Roads Department of Georgia shall ensure constant monitoring of ground oscillations during tunneling 

and, where necessary, shall ensure appropriate mitigation measures; 

8. Roads Department of Georgia shall ensure permanently watering of the roads and washing/cleaning of 

vehicles coming out from the construction site.  

9. Roads Department of Georgia shall provide detailed design of construction camps prior to construction 

work in Shape files and submit to the Ministry for approval and after completion of construction work ensure 

restoration/reclamation of construction site; In case of flooding in the surface water body, as well as 

stationary sources of atmospheric air pollution in the project area, it is mandatory directly by the responsible 

person to be agreed with the Ministry regarding the project of “Technical Report on the Inventory of 

Stationary Sources of Atmospheric Air Pollution and their Emission” and "Norms of Maximum Permissible 

Discharges of Pollutants Discharged to Surface Water Facilities".  

10. Roads Department of Georgia shall monitor the noise levels in the areas adjacent to the nearest 

settlement during the construction and operation and In case of excessive levels, set by legislation, shall 

take mitigation measures (protective screen, planting of greenery, etc.); 

11. Roads Department of Georgia shall submit to the Ministry for consideration prior to construction works 

the forecast of geological environment change along with relevant mitigation measures  based on the 

results of existing geological and geotechnical research;  

12. Roads Department of Georgia shall submit information for approval to the Ministry regarding  the 

methodology used for the calculation of maximum flow and the depth of rinse of the rivers prior to 

construction works, including a summary table of the river hydrological characteristics (flow, levels, depths 

of rinse); 

13. Roads Department of Georgia, prior to the commencement of construction works, shall submit 

information to the Ministry for consideration, regarding maximum flows of crossing rivers and ravines as 

well as the mudflows at the Project Road. And, where necessary, developing anti mudflow measures, which 

shall be agreed with the Ministry for implementation.   

14. Roads Department of Georgia, prior to the commencement of construction works, shall provide the 

Ministry of Tree Planting taxation results with the relevant photographs; 

15. Roads Department of Georgia shall, prior to commencement of construction work, provide an impact 

assessment on Fraxinus excelsior and Alnus glutinosa habitat at the tunnel №1 entrance and, where 

necessary, determine appropriate mitigation and/or compensation measures and submit them to the 

Ministry for approval; 

16. Roads Department of Georgia, prior to construction, shall provide additional pre-construction fauna 

surveys and submit them to the Ministry for approval. Also, prior to construction, the information prepared 

on the basis of the aforementioned surveys on animal species in the project area, impacts on them, their 

avoidance and mitigation and if necessary compensatory measures shall be submitted to the Ministry for 

approval.  The information shall also include data regarding Neophron percnopterus, types of impacts 

caused by project implementation, the scope and extent of the mitigation and/or compensation of these 

impacts and, where necessary, alternative options shall be provided for the appropriate section of road. 

The information provided for consent shall also include data on the presence of water-dependent 

biodiversity (especially Lutra Lutra) in the Project Impact Zone and, where necessary, possible impacts, 

mitigation, avoidance, and/or compensation measures; 

17. Roads Department of Georgia prior to arrangement of disposal areas shall submit to the Ministry for 

approval detail project description of spoil disposal areas, in Shape Files, which will also include information 

regarding impact on birds’ habitats, and if necessary, shall be submitted alternative options of disposal 

areas.  
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18. Roads Department of Georgia, prior to construction, shall provide a so-called feasibility assessment of 

the impact on the Emerald Approved Site (Kazbegi GE0000009), which shall also include information 

regarding expected impact on species and habitats, and in case of need shall provide mitigation measures, 

for the protection of which the indicated approved site was created; However, if necessary, shall be 

submitted a conservation plan based on the results of the research;  

19. Roads Department of Georgia shall, prior to construction, ensure that the species of animals’ resident 

in the impact area of the Project (especially for protected species under the international agreements and 

Red List of Georgia) shall be input in observation issue of the monitoring plan. It shall also include: a graph 

showing the frequency of monitoring and the effectiveness of mitigation measures, where necessary 

additional mitigation and/or compensation measures for implementation; 

20. Roads Department of Georgia is obliged to provide implementation of preventive activities during the 

construction works in hazardous period. Shall be ensured installation of avalanche fences/nets during 

operation from the exit of the 3rd tunnel to the beginning of the 5th bridge at the road section (10 + 000 km 

and 10 + 200 km). Shall be provided an avalanche replacement dam from the exit of the 4th tunnel to the 

beginning of the 6th bridge (12 + 300 km and 12 + 500 km); 

21. Roads Department of Georgia shall ensure constant monitoring of geodynamic processes during the 

construction period, and shall submit monitoring results to the Ministry for review once a year; 

22. Roads Department of Georgia shall not carry out road construction and related works without the 

appropriate conclusion of the National Agency for Cultural Heritage Preservation of Georgia. 

23. Roads Department of Georgia shall, prior to the commencement of the road construction, submit the 

Waste Management Plan to the Ministry for approval according the Minister Order N211 dated August 4, 

2015 of Environment and Natural Resources of Georgia. 

24. During the construction phase, Roads Department of Georgia is obliged not to allow waste disposal in 

the territory of Kazbegi National Park and consequently, impact on the existing landscape; 

25. Roads Department of Georgia is obliged to perform tunnel construction works using a method that will 

minimally impact on Kazbegi Protected Area; 

26. Roads Department of Georgia shall immediately notify the Ministry of Environment Protection and 

Agriculture of Georgia regarding the commencement, completion and commissioning of the works; 

27. In case of transfer of environmental decision to another person, Roads Department of Georgia shall 

carry out the transfer of environmental decision in accordance with the procedure prescribed by the 

Environmental Assessment Code; 

28. The Order shall be immediately sent to Roads Department of Georgia; 

29. The Order shall enter into force upon notification of this Order by Roads Department of Georgia; 

30. The decision shall be posted on the official website of the Ministry within 5 days after the environmental 

decision is issued and on the information board of executive and representative bodies of Dusheti and 

Kazbegi municipalities; 

31. This Order may be appealed to the Administrative Cases Panel of Tbilisi City Court (Tbilisi, D. 

Agmashenebeli Alley, 12th km. N6) within one month from the date of its official notification. 

 

Levan Davitashvili  

Minister  
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Annex 3: Tree Cutting Permit, Taxation Report and Delivery Acceptance Act 
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Taxation report on recorded amount of timber resources: 21-10-2020 
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Delivery Acceptance Act (English translation) 
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Annex 4: Instrumental Monitoring Test Results to Confirm Baseline 
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Equipment Calibration for Air Quality Testing: 
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Annex 5: Minutes of Meetings and Important Correspondence  
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Name of Candidate for social and Environment grievances: 
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Submission of Final version SSEMP of CRCC Lot#2 
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Annex 6: HSE Log book (Sample) 

 

ACCIDENTS,INCIDENT,NEAR MISS,FIRST AID,LTI -log book 

DATE  INCIDENT  (short description) 

 
 

  

                       ACCIDENT (short description) 

 
 

                       NEAR MISSES (short description) 

    

    

  

                                                                                                                                                                            

LTI    (LOST TIME INJURY) (short description) 

  

  

  

  FIRS AID 
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Annex 7: Grievance Redress Mechanism Complaint Log 
 

List of aggrieved persons with nature and location of grievances 

# Reci
pient 

Date 
Receiv
ed 

Name & 
contact of 
Complainan
t 

Complaint 
Category 

Complaint Description Resolution Description Comment
s 

1 MRD
I 

9.4.19 Khatuna 
zakhaidze         
T: 599 26 58 
34  

Other On 04.09.2019 Letter. Mrs. 
Zakhaidze requests to 
convey the Appraisal 
document of the land. 

08.10.2019 Response Letter from 
RD to Mrs. Zakhaidze was sent. 
Appraisal Document of the land 
was dispatched to Mrs. Zakhaidze.  
 
Note: This complaint is ultimately 

related to claimed low 
compensation rate.  Because this 
issue was not isolated to one or a 
few cases, but rather demanded 
by the vast majority of the APs 
from the Khada Valley the RD 
decided to revise the valuation 
methodology, to exclude the 
negative impact from the recently 
imposed restriction zoning.  This 
report was just finalized in 
February 2020, and until then the 
RD had reserved from responding 
to complaints on low 
compensation rates on an 
individual bases, as the holistic 
solution was deemed to be the 
revision of the valuations. 
Now that the rates have been 
recalculated, the RD has sent out 
revised offers to the APs based on 
the new rates determined by 
Samkharauli Bureau. 

 Resolved  

2 MRD
I 

9.9.19 Giorgi 
Kharchaidze      
ID: 
0101901424
0          T: 557 
50 70 70 

Compensat
ion Rate 

On 09.09.2019 Letter. Mr. 
Kharchaidze is unsatisfied 
with compensation rate. 
Also, he wants that his land 
plot has to be reimbursed 
totally because the rest 
part of the land will be 
Useless. 

On 02.10.2019 Letter was 
dispatched From RD to “IDOM 
Consulting, engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’’ and LTD 
Gama-Consulting for further 
(detail) review with CC to the 
complainant. 
The property was acquired on 
30.03.2020 

Resolved 

3 MRD
I 

9.9.19 Kakhi Bukuri                 
ID: 
0100100770
7              T: 
557 48 83 23 

Restriction 
or loss of 
access 

Mr. Bukuri complains that 
after construction road he 
will not have access road 
by car to his house and he 
demands extra 
compensation in order to 
ensure the arrangement 
works of the internal road.  

On 07.11.2019 letter was 
dispatched (internal letter) to 
Design Service of RD for further 
detail review. Complaint is under 
internal review. As soon as 
decision is made, response letter 
will be sent to the complainant. 
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4 MRD
I 

11.9.19 Giorgi Bukuri                 
ID: 
0100301405
1            T: 
599 32 32 04 

Compensat
ion Rate 

Mr. Bukuri complains that 
his residential house is 
very close to the road and 
will have negative impact in 
terms of air pollution and 
noise. Also, construction 
works may cause serious 
damages to his house. He 
demands to increase the 
compensation rate in order 
to enable him to buy new 
alternative land for his 
family. He also complains 
that the Project road will 
block the access to his 
second land plot (cadastral 
code: 71.62.544545).  

On 14.08.2019 Letter was sent 
from RD to Mr. Bukuri.  
 
Department sent the offer letter to 
Mr. Bukuri.  
 
On 07.11.2019 Letter was 
dispatched from RD to “IDOM 
Consulting, Engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’’ and LTD 
Gama-Consulting for further 
(detail) review.   

  

5 Gove
rnme
nt 

13.9.19 Valerian 
Zakhaidze                   
ID: 
1600103223
8 

Compensat
ion Rate 

Mr. Zakhaidze is 
unsatisfied with the offered 
compensation rate. On 
10.09.2019 Administration 
of Government of Georgia 
received letter from Mr. 
Zakhaidze together with 
the signatures of other 
citizens of village Kvesheti, 
which was forwarded to 
MRDI                         on 
13.09.2019.  

Process is ongoing. The 
negotiations regarding the 
compensations rates are on-going. 
The compensation rate has 
changed in 2020 and the cost of 
the land in this region has raised. 
 
Partially accepted on 15.02.2020. 

  

6 MRD
I 

16.9.19 Nodar 
Burduli                 
T: 599 11 58 
86  

Inclusion in 
LARP 

Mr. Burduli is requesting 
full inclusion in LARP.  He 
wants his land plot to be 
reimbursed fully because 
remaining land plot (30% of 
100%) will be unviable for 
him.  

On 07.11.2019 Letter was 
dispatched from RD to "IDOM 
Consulting, engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’’ and “LTD 
Gama-Consulting" for further 
review, with CC to the 
complainant. 

  

7 MRD
I 

17.9.19 Zurab 
Burduli                    
ID: 
0102401584
8             T: 
577 300 193 

Inclusion in 
LARP 

On 08.08.2019 Mr. Burduli 
complained that his 
residential house is located 
near to Project road and 
road construction works 
may cause serious 
damages to his old house.        
                                                                                             
On 04.09.2019 from Mr. 
Burduli replied that after 
the partial acquisition of 
land (34 square meters), 
the damaged house will be 
even closer (7-10 meters) 
to the road. He requests 
full acquisition of the 
residential land (854 
meters).  

The process is ongoing.                                                                                                                                                                
On 02.09.2019 Response letter 
was sent from RD to Mr. Burduli. 
On a given section only 34 square 
meters form 854 meters under 
citizen Burduli’s ownership is 
required by the Project. At this 
stage it is impossible to identify 
impact on the Complainant’s 
house before construction works 
begins near his area. In case of 
Worsening living conditions in 
process of construction works RD 
will consider this issue again.          
                                                                                                           
On 02.10.2019 RD replied to Mr. 
Burduli stating that the Project 
requires only 34 sq. m. from the 
total area of the land plot. The 
width of the design road is identical 
to that of the existing road, thus the 
distance from the closest point of 
the house to the road edge 
remains unchanged-15 meter.  In 
order to ensure the safety of local 

 CSC and 
CC are 
required 
to carry 
out 
monitoring 
of the 
constructi
on 
impacts.  
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residents and promote better living 
conditions, the project additionally 
construct the access road to the 
house. Moreover, CSC and CC will 
carry out constant monitoring of 
the impacts of construction 
activities and in case of impacts on 
the buildings are identified, 
the Roads Department of Georgia 
will return to this issue again.                                               

8 MRD
I 

18.10.1
9 

Giorgi Bukuri                    
ID:16001021
790              T: 
577 55 22 93  

Compensat
ion Rate 

On 18.10.2019 Mr. Bukuri 
is stating that he is 
unsatisfied with the 
compensation rate. His 
building (which is located 
on the ransom land) is 
working as restaurant and 
it is the only income for his 
family. He is request 
reassessment in which his 
building to be valued as 
Business.  

On 07.11.2019 Letter was 
dispatched from RD to “IDOM 
Consulting, engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’’ and LTD 
Gama-Consulting for further 
(detail) review with CC to the 
complainant. 

  

9 Socia
l 
Medi
a 

1.8.19 Organization
-"Protect the 
Khada 
Valley" 

Other After the August 2019 the 
organization - "Protect 
Khada Valley" has started 
active protest movements 
against the Kvesheti-Kobi 
Project in the social media. 
In their internet posts, they 
cite variety of reasons that 
could negatively affect the 
Khada valley. (Such as: 
negative impact on nature, 
viability, living conditions 
and etc.).  

RD made a response statement 
about this issue in the media. 

  

10 MRD
I 

5.12.19 Natela 
Shalvashvili         
ID:16001022
183 

Inclusion in 
LARP 

On 05.12.2019 Mrs. 
Shavlashvili requested full 
acquisition of the land plot 
in her ownership (total area 
1364 sq.m.) stating the 
remaining portion is 
unviable for her.   

On 09.12.2019 The letter was 
dispatched to the “IDOM 
Consulting, engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’ and "LTD 
Gama-Consulting" for further 
review with CC to the 
Complainant.  

  

11 MRD
I 

5.9.19 Zurab 
Tsiklauri              
ID: 
0101701729
1          T:577 
52 57 35 

Compensat
ion Rate 

05.09.2019 Mr. Tsikllauri 
expressed dissatisfaction 
with the compensation 
rate. Moreover, he stated 
that after partial acquisition 
of his property the 
remaining part will be 
unusable for living 
conditions as construction 
of retaining wall is planned 
there. He requests his 
issue to be studied better.  
On 10.03.2020 in his reply 
letter Mr. Tsiklauri 
complains again about 
compensation rate and is 

On 11.11.2019 The letter was 
dispatched to "IDOM Consulting, 
engineering, Architecture, SAU’ 
and "LTD Gama-Consulting" for 
further review with CC to the 
Complainant".                 
 
On 19.02.2020 RD sent a letter to 
the Complainant explaining that 
compensation is calculated with 
the relevant methodology by the 
licensed evaluator company by 
which guided by the market price 
in this area. Also, for prevention of 
the negative impact on the living 
conditions of the population, the 
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unsatisfied with the 
response of RD. He 
requests a better study of 
this issue and does not 
agree with the suggestions 
of RD.    

Project considers arrangement of 
appropriate alternative accesses 
to the plots. 

12 GRM 20-4-
2019 

Mannana 
Kochladze 
(CEE 
Benkwatch 
Network) 

Other CEE Bankwatch Network 
shared an issue paper with 
ED McDonald and AED 
Dawson calling for further 
assessments on road 
alternatives, cultural 
heritage, biodiversity, as 
well as completing 
adequate public 
participation. 

ADB provided an inclusive 
response on the following issues: 
1) Disclosure of feasibility study 
and alternative assessment 
2) Impact analysis of alternatives 
3) Project impact on biodiversity 
and cultural heritage 
4) Public participation 
5) Project external risks 
6) Options to decrease heavy 
cargo traffic 
The response included references 
to supporting documentation and 
the FAQs. 

Responde
d 

13 CRP 10-10-
2019 

Peter 
Nasmyth 
"National 
Trust of 
Georgia" 

Other The NTG has applied to 
CRP with request to review 
the following: 
The NTG asks that the 
Banks put the loans on 
hold until due diligence is 
made and a proper, 
independent assessment 
completed complying not 
only with international 
standards, like the Council 
of Europe Framework 
Convention for Society, but 
also Georgia’s indigenous 
travel industry. The NTG 
would like to point out the 
Banks have it in their 
power to create the needed 
road and tunnel in a 
different valley, as well as 
promote eco-tourism in 
Khada. This would be a 
win-win situation for 
everyone, instead of 
continuing to pursue a 
serious mistake that would 
permanently damage 
Georgia’s historic fabric 
and be regretted for years 
to come. 
A: Compliance conditions 
not met 
B: The alternative 
Lakatkhevi route was 
never considered 
C: The Banks encouraged 

Complaint was reviewed by the 
CRP. 
  
The CRP in its findings 
determines that the complaint 
does not meet the eligibility 
requirements of para. 138 of the 
Accountability Mechanism Policy 
(AMP) regarding identity of 
complainant and/or  
representative of a complaint 
must be considered eligible.  
 
In this case the requirements 
established in para. 179 of the 
AMP  are not met. Therefore, CRP 
deems the complaint ineligible for 
compliance review. 

Responde
d 
http://com
pliance.ad
b.org/dir0
035p.nsf/a
lldocs/JAB
M-
BHV9KD?
OpenDoc
umen 
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the Georgian government 
to break its own 
international agreements 
D: Tourism potential mis-
assessed; Georgia’s 
inward tourism companies 
ignored, to generate long-
term economic damage. 
E: The Banks systematic 
non-response to 
questions, complaints and 
publicity processes 

14 GRM 17-11-
2019 

Giga 
Chokheli 
(Collective 
from Khada 
Residents 

Other On 17th November 2019 
GRM received a collective 
complaint letter from 11 
residents of Khada Valley.  
The letter draws attention 
to the following issues: 
1. Land registration and 
acquisition process 
2. Potential threats to 
existing livelihoods (due to 
anticipated construction 
works) 
3. Confusion regarding 
Gudauri Access Road vs 
internal roads 
4. Misleading data in 
Project documents 
5. Lack of consideration for 
alternatives during the 
feasibility study 
6. Lack of communication 
and public consultation 
despite numerous 
requests 
7. Appealed in court 
against the Project 
Environmental Permit  

To consolidate several Grievance 
lodged by Mr. Gia, these are 
included in the grievance filed by 
organization "Protect the Khada 
Valley".   
 
Reason behind is to treat and 
address all these as one complaint 
to  all the grievance lodged by Mr. 
Gia . 
 

 
 

  

15 GRM 17-01-
2020 

Tamara 
Gochiashvili 

Disruption 
of Utilities 

Disruption of water supply 
due to broken pipe and 
dust emissions in the 
neighboring house of 
Contractor for Lot #2 office. 

PMCSC, RD representative, and 
CC visited the site on 18-01-
2020.Contractor laid the pipe 
about 300 meters in length to 
restore the water supply; however, 
the issue was the deficiency of 
water from the source and freezing 
weather. Contractor  will build a 
25-meters long boundary wall to 
control the dust emissions. 

Resolved 
 
PMCSC 
finding  
letter #  
052 
/KVKO/U
BM-GE 
dated: 19-
01-2019 
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16 RD 14.05.2
0 

Marta 
Mezvrishvili       
ID: 
1600102547
4 
 

Inclusion in 
LARP 

On 14.05.2020 the citizen 
complained that after 
partial acquisition of her 
plot, remaining portion 
(1/4) will be unviable for 
her. She requests full 
acquisition. 

  

17 CC/ 
RD 

May 
2020 

Mr. Ilia 
Beniadze 
(+9955556
22661) 
village 
bedoni-
beniani 

Use of 
Private 
Land 

installations of supports 
(post) of overhead 
power line in his land 
plot 

Contractor advised to his 
subcontractor to verify this matter 
and assigned his representative 
for the complaint resolution. After 
verification, it was found that 
private land was involved. Issue 
was negotiated with the landowner 
and payment of 1000 gel/year was 
an acceptable proposal for Mr. Ilia 
by the CC. The complaint was 
resolved in less than 30 days. 
 

Resolved 

18 CC/R
D 

April Givi 
Chkareuli, 
+99557707
6293 

Environme
nt 

contractor damaged the 
part of fence of niche 
and a steel plate table 
by loader nearby the 
existing highway 

On April 12, with the help of RD 
and Kazbegi municipality, 
Contractor and Mr. Chkareuli 
reached on an oral agreement to 
repair the fence and table. 
Contractor immediately fabricated 
a new steel table with a roof, and 
installed that to the location 
directed by him and the whole 
fence was also reconstructed by 
Contractor in the first week of May 
2020. 
 

Resolved 

19 RD 

10.06.2
0 

Shorena 
Murghuevi    

Arakhveti 
(Lot 1) 

  

Inclusion in 
LARP 

On 10.06.2020 letter. The 
citizen says that as far as 
she is aware, for necessity 
of the project, RD planning 
to purchase part of her 
land, she demands that 
her plot be fully redeemed 
as the remaining part due 
to its scarcity and difficult 
location will become 
unusable for her.  

On 10.07.2020 Response letter 
from RD to the Complainant. The 
RD planning to take the issue to 
the standing Commission for 
consideration.    
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20 RD 

19.06.2
0 

Anzor 
Burduli             
ID:01025004
2 
 

Arakhveti 
(Lot 1) 

 

Compensat
ion Rate 

On 19.06.2020 Letter. The 
citizen is unsatisfied with 
the appraisal document 
and requests re-appraisal.  

On 10.08.2020 The letter was 
dispatched to the “IDOM 
Consulting, Engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’ and "LTD 
Gama-Consulting" for further 
review with CC to the 
Complainant".          

 

21 RD 

24.06.2
0 

Vladimer 
Gomuri                       
ID: 
1600103248
9 
Iukho 

Inclusion in 
LARP 

On 24.06.2020 Letter. The 
citizen complains that the 
RD has redeemed part of 
land plot from him and 
remaining part becomes 
unusable because he will 
not have access road to his 
plot, as he is demanding 
full inclusion in larp or 
arrangement access road.  

On 10.08.2020 The letter was 
dispatched to the Design service 
of the Road Department for 
further review with CC to the 
Complainant".          

 

22 RD 

29.06.2
0 

Aleksi 
Beniaidze         
ID: 
1600102710
0 
Bedoni (Lot 
1) 

Other 

On 29.06.2020 Letter. The 
citizen says that he owns 
1940 sq.m land plot and 
house that fully included 
in resettlement zone, he 
asks if it is possible to keep 
part of the plot.  

On 11.07.2020 The letter was 
dispatched to the “IDOM 
Consulting, Engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’ and "LTD 
Gama-Consulting" for further 
review with CC to the 
Complainant".          

 

23 RD 

14.08.2
0 

Iuri Burduli                
ID:16001006
815                             
T:599 51 81 
05  
 
Arakhveti  
(Lot 1) 

Other 

On 14.08.2020 Letter. The 
citizen says that the trees 
and plants on his plot 
were described and 
evaluated without him 
and there are errors in the 
evaluation. He requests a 
re-evaluation.  

On 18.08.2020 The letter was 
dispatched to the “IDOM 
Consulting, Engineering, 
Architecture, SAU’ and "LTD 
Gama-Consulting" for further 
review with CC to the 
Complainant".    
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24 EBR
D 

27 Sept 
2019 

National 
Trust 
Georgia, A 
Tbilisi-based 
civil society 
organization 
(CSO) 

Environme
nt 

The Complaint raised 
concerns around: (i) the 
adequacy of stakeholder 
consultation in the design 
of the Project; (ii) the 
adequacy of the alternative 
routes assessment and 
consideration; (iii) the 
adequacy of the 
Environmental and Social 
Impact Assessment’s 
evaluation of Project 
impacts on tourism and 
cultural heritage; and (v) 
the Project’s adherence to 
international conventions 
on cultural heritage. The 
Complainants assert that 
these concerns have 
collectively contributed to 
the selection of an 
inappropriate route for the 
Project. In their Complaint, 
the Complainants request 
that IPAM (previously 
PCM) conduct a 
Compliance Review. 

Consequently, the IPAM Head has 
determined that the Complaint 
satisfies the Compliance Review 
eligibility criteria, as set out in the 
2019 Project Accountability Policy. 
IPAM will therefore initiate a 
Compliance Review for the North-
South Corridor (Kvesheti-Kobi) 
Road Project in August 2020. 

Reference 
URL  
 
Kvesheti
%20Kobi
%20Road
%20Eligibi
lity%20As
sessment
%20Repo
rt_FINAL_
7%20Aug
ust.pdf 
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Annex 8: Training Record with Attendance Sheets 

CONTRACTOR: CRTG 

CONTRACT: KKRP/CW/CP-01R 

SITE:   Kobi North Site Tunnel Portal  

PROJECT NAME:    Construction of Kvesheti-Kobi Road Tunnel Section Lot 1 

DATE:  04 / 06 / 2020 REPORT NO. 01 

REPORT BY:                                              

Vladimer MELIA (H&S Manager) 

 

Xu Shaoliang (H&S Officer) 

SIGNATURE:     

 

  Safety status            

 

Until now, no accidents, fires, explosions, or major accident have been registered  

 

1. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES/DESCRIPTION OF WORKS UNDERTAKEN: 

 

- Site H&S deployment; 
- Camp Construction 
- Installation of Batching Plant  
- Installing Road Signs  
- Build additional road to connect existing road(E117) ongoing 

 

2. NEXT WEEK LOOKAHEAD FOR H&S MONITORING 

 

H&S site supervision will be carried out. Site Inspections, H&S Walk-downs, Toolbox Talks, 

Induction Trainings and special training is planned to be conduct. 

Construction activates will be supervised to ensure health and safety compliance with the 

project requirements; 

- Weekly H&S inspection will be conducted; 
- Buddy harnesses and ladders for works at highs will be arranged and inspected; 
- Training for Prevention COVID-19 
- Prepare checklist for Heavy Equipment and Project vehicles 
- Check hand tools and power tools 
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3. SUMMARY OF H&S ACTIVITY THIS WEEK: 

 

All activities were supervised to ensure H&S compliance with the project requirements;  

- Extra PPE is provided for visitors; 
- Tool Box Talks are being carried out regularly; 
- Site Induction for new employees must be carried out  
- Conduct safety training for workers regularly 
- Site inspection conducted by Safety department weekly and daily  

 

4. HSES TRAINING SUMMARY 

INDUCTION TOOLBOX TRAINING 

No. Employees 

given site 

Induction: 

 

50 Employees 

 

Type No. Audience 

Weekly  01 27 

 02 25 

 03 33 

 04 38 
 

Type No. Audience 

HSES 

Training 
01 8 

 02 8 

 03 4 
 

 

5. CORRECTIVE ACTION, NCR AND INCIDENT REPORTS. 

CAR NCR INCIDENTS 

List CARs: 0 List NCRs: 0 List Incidents: 0 

 

6.NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 

Total 57 Persons  

CRTG Stuff Tbilisi office:12 Persons 

 

Kobi Construction Site：45 

Persons 

National (Georgia) :36 Persons  

 

International :21 Persons   

 

Appendix 1: Photographic Record for Site Safety  

Appendix 2: Safety Introduction/Training Records 
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Appendix 1: Photographic Record for Site Safety  

 

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD  

  
  

Site Introduction for New Workers 
 

  
Conduct Lifting and Load Training for Workers  

 

  
Highlight Working at Height Procedure and Electrical Safety inTool Box 

Talk 
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Take Temperature and Issue Mask for employees daily 

 

  
  

Disinfect Campsite Daily 
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Appendix 2: Safety Introduction/Training Records 
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Annex-9: Covid-19 Protection Plan 
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Annex 10: Agreement and License for MSW and Hazardous Waste Handling 

Lot#1 

 

Contract with licensed company to take hazardous waste   
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License of company for hazardous waste  collection 
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Contract with licensed company for solid waste  management 
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Annex 11: Construction Permit for Campsite at Kobi Lot#1 by Ministry of 

Economy and Sustainable Development (26-02-2020) 
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